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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an examination of the way in which

Sinclair Ross depends on the customs, stereotypes and

story-types of his cul-ture to construct the short stories
in the collection The Lamp at Noon and Other Stories. fn
particular, it is a semiotic reading of rrCornet at
Night". The principal argument, however, ís that the

dramatic tension of each of the stories derives as much

from the cultural- competence a reader brings to the text
as from the story he finds there; he must know a story

before he can understand how to read that story. The

storyrs theme (or symbolic code) exists, not within the

text, but at the intersectj-on of the text and the reader.

Because the development of the syrnbolic code is a

function of reading, rather than writing, it can be

argued that, in effect, the text belongs to the culture
shared by Ross and his audience.

The investigation will follow, more or less, the

method of analysis developed by Roland Barthes in S/Z: An

Essay. This method aIIows the kind of close reading that
allows the de-coding of cultural markers.
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Chapter L

In the beginning God created
the heaven and the earth.

2 And the earth was
without form, and voidr' and
darkness was upon the tace of
the deep. And the SpirÍt of
God moved upon the face of the
waters.

3 Attd God saíd, Let
there be Tight and there eras
Light.

4 And God saw the 7ight,
that it was good: and God
dívíded the Tight from the
darkness.

5 And God ca77ed the
Tight Day. and the darkness he
ca77ed Night. And the eveníng
and the morning were the first
day

Chapter 2

7 And the Lord God
formed man of the dust of the
ground, and breathed into his
nostriTs the breath of 7ífe;
and man became a Tiving
soul-. . . .

1-5 And the Lord God took
the man, and put hin ín the
garden of Eden to dress ít and
keep it....

L9 And out of the ground
the Lord God lormed every
beast of the fie7d, and every
fowT of the air; and brought
them unto Adam to see what he
would ca77 them: and
whatsoever Adam ca7Led every
Tiving creature, that was the
name thereof.

20 And Adam gave names
to a77 the cattle, and to the

The First Book of I[oses, eaTled

Genesis

fowT of the air, and to every
beast of the field....

Chapter LL

Ætd the whole world was of one
Tanguage, and of one speech.

2 And it came to pass,
as they journeyed lrom the
east, that they found the
plain of Shi,-nar; and they
dwelt there.

3 And they said to one
another, Go to, Iet us make
bríck, and burn them
thoroughTy. And they had
brick for stone, and slime had
they for mortar.

4 And they said , Go to,
l-et us buiTd us a city and a
tower, whose top may reach
unto heaven; and 7et us make
us a name, lest we be
scattered abroad upon the face
of the whoTe earth.

5 And the Lord came down
to see the cíty and the tower,
which the chiTdren of men
buiTded.

6 And the Lord said,
BehoTd, the people ís one, and
they have a77 one Tanguage;
and this they begin to do:
and now nothing wí77 be
restrained from them, whíeh
they have imagined to do.

7 Go to, 7et us go down,
and there confound theír
Tanguage, that they may not
understand one another, s
speech.

I So the Lord scattered
them abroad lrom thence upon
the face of a77 the earth: and
they Teft off to buiTd the
city.
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9 Therefote is the name
of ít ca77ed BabeT; because
the Lord did there conlound
the Tanguage of all the
earth. . . .

In the begínning, there was a conflict between the

creator of thíngs and the namer ol things. Out of the

ground, God formed every beast and brought each before

Adam to see what he would name it. <A>nd whatsoever Adam

caL7ed every 7íving creature, that was the name thereof.
That was the name thereof, untí7 the namer ol things, the

user of Tanguage--until man--man messed with God, s

agenda: he tried to join the creator of things in heaven.

And then was the namer of things conlounded and the

things he had named re-named; then díd the namer of
thíngs become a consumer of names, âD end-user of codes.

Then díd God, the author, reclaim the text, scattering
His characters throughout the narrative, Test they

attenpt to te77 their own story again. And always God

wrote hís characters as good and always they re-wrote

themselves as men, and their cuTture as merely human.

God was the first realistr'Hê wanted to tell- a story

and He wanted it to look as if it just happened (the myth

of free agency). However, every time He drew back His

hand, his characters squirmed ahray and began to tell-
their own stories. For the realist, whose fictional
world is not a reflection of reality but only a construct



of subjective imagination, there is an ongoing conflict
between intention and rnode: if he is to write a realist
story, the author must allow the culture to dictate the

script (culture writes the conflict); if he is to control
the story, he must intrude upon its rrrealismrr. In the

final analysis, his story is neither realistic nor fully
true to its intention; it is compromised. The author

surrenders intentionality and gains nothing in return.
There is no natural language. The realist text,

with its underdetermined prose, is burdened still with
the weight of cultural meaning. It is not transparent,

it is not indifferent and it cannot show without te1ling.
Like all literature, realist fiction is coded into a

systern of signs, which signify a set of concepts whose

referents belong to the world of objects. It is a system

of meaning, bound to certain conventions of telling, and

syrnpathetic to particular ideologies.l

In order to discover those conventions, connotations

and ideologies, one must interrogate the text at the

1 As David Arnason suggests, in his unpublished thesis The
Development of Prairie Realism: Robert J.C. Stead, Douglas Durkin,
Martha Ostenso and Frederick Philip Grove (The University of Ner¡r
Brunswick) rrrealityrr is not actually available to Prairie reatist
writersr any more than it is to any other realist writer:

....verisimilitude must be understood as a
correspondence between the authorrs notion of
reality as presented in his work and the idea
of real-ity shared by the audience for which he
wrote, and indeed, of which he was part.

(Arnason, p. 3)



level of the signifier. In the work S/Z: An Essay,

Roland Barthes proposes a critical model which encourages

this type of reading. The text is broken into 7exíes r ot

arbitrary word units, and each sign is released to its
full connotative play. The text is compelled to
surrender its latent rneanings, the cultural baggage

denotative meaning carries but does not acknowledge.

Barthes argues that all signfiers can be grouped

under one of five codes: the hermeneutic, or code of
puzzles and riddles; the proairetic, or code of action;

the symbolic, ot code of themes; the cultural, ot index

to the prevalent culture; and the connotative, or index

to character. I¡lhile the list of five codes may seem

arbitrary, it, is, at least, largely complete. It wiII,
as Barthes claims, acconmodate most signifiers. f have

chosen to follow Barthesr exarnpJ-e, as far as it is useful

to do so. I wi1l, horruever, employ a sixth code--the

serniotic--to categorize lexies which are literary in
function (an index to narrative conventions) and where

Barthes develops sub-categories seemingly at whim, I wiII
restrict rnyself , prirnarily at least, to the six principal

cateqories.2

2 As Barthes demonstrates, there is no end to the number of
categories to which codes can be assigned. Every phrase demands
its or¡rn category. Eventually, the list of codes becomes
unmanageabl-e and I have resolutely resisted the temptation to add
unnecessarily to the 1ist.



I t^¡ill begin with a general examination of Sinclair
Rossrs fiction, looking for patterns of characterization

of the landscape, of male and female characters, of
society and the metaphysical wor1d. f want to identify
the characteristic manner in which Ross codes the western

Canadian prairj-e and its people into the text. I want to
discover the degree to which Rossrs fictional- world is
informed by the new politics of being that accompanied

the drought of the 1-930rs and the Great Depression.

With eye witness accounts (rather than historical
documents) , I will attempt to reconstruct a rrcommonrl

account of life on the farm during the period. Though

Rossrs work is not to be judged by the degree to which it
conforms to this ttobjectiverr account, it may be

constructive to examine the sinilarities and differences
between the two perspectives. The exercise should reveal

both the general cultural stereotypes which informed

Rossrs view of the world and the particutar emphases

which belonged to Ross hinself . Ross I s worl-d is formed

and governed by the operative rnyths of both the culture
from which it is drawn and tradition of prairie realist
fiction to which it belongs.

Fina11y, I will turn to the story I intend to study

most closely: rrCornet at Night'tt. In the course of my

examination, I expect to find that the dramatic energy of

this story resides in the patterns of opposition that



underlay the society from which it is drawn (eg.

man/wornan, man/nature, nan/God, farm/toÍrn,

nature/culture, poverty/luxury, necessity/freedom,

deterrninism/relativism, etc) . The hermeneutic somehow

survives, in spite of the determinism which prevails

throughout the collection of stories. Though each binary

operates independently, there will emerge a shadow of a

pattern, a bi-polar structure of opposites, an unstable

frame of essential conflicts: a man cannot be strong

enough to succeed on the farm and yet gentle enough to
succeed as a husband; the farrn cannot accommodate high

culture; a man cannot be both an artist and a man; a

farmer cannot be both honest and successful. Each

element of the binary is first defined and then denied by

its opposite, dependent on the other for meaning but also

rendered silent in its company. The world cannot be

reconciled without compromise but compromise declares the

world meaningless. Ross must allow his culture to tell

its own stories; he depends on the mutual incompatibility
of certain characters and/or characteristics to provide

each story with its conflíct and energy.
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In the collection of short stories, The Lamp at Noon

and Other Stories, Ross employs the realistrs technique

of including details that establish a sense of
familiarity or reality. He wants the reader to accept

his representation of prairie life in the 1930's as an

accurate (or rrreaf rr) and objective report.
the details, however, serve a second purpose. As

one becomes increasingly comforLable with Rossrs fiction,
one notices that the details which comprise the reatity
effect also serve as the catalyst in a mixture that
spontaneously generates stories. By carefull_y examining

the worl-d view of the author (a world view that is
discovered or recovered from the stories themselves), and

by decoding the cultural and connotative codes of the

stories, one finds that the stories exist as much in the

pieces as in the whole. By introducing a particular
detail, with a particular emphasis, to a situation that
is already comprised of other familiar details, Ross sets

in motion a plot that, within the parameters of this
narrohr and well-defined fictional worId, can only result
in one conclusion. The logic of each story, given its
premises (the cultural- codes with which Ross operates),

is absolute. The concl-usion of each story is
predictable. The fact that the stories remain



compelling, despite the predictabílity of their
respective plots, is due only in part to Rossrs

craftsmanship. Their appeal derives al-so from the harsh,

deterministic world view which informs each story, a

philosophical perspective that manifests itsel-f both

thematically and structurally.
Using Roland Barthesrs method of investigation, I

will examine Rossrs stories, seeking to decode the

cultural and connotative codes. In doing so, I expect to
discovere that much of the energy of the stories resid.es

in the mutual incompatibility of certain coded characters

and/or characteristics. A prairie wife, for instance

withÍn the context of Rossrs creation, is logicaIly
opposed to her farmer husband. Their goals are finally
and j-rrevocably divorced (in a more modern fictional
world, the characters would be too). The standard

structural model of the realist still applies

(equilibrium - disequilibriun - equilibriurn) but the

advancement of the plot depends less on the characters

(or narrator) than on the society which wrote the codes

which coll-ectively constitute the characters. There is
conflict written into the codes of the characters,

resident in the scene even as Ross presents it to us for
the first time.

I



How Culture is Coded

There is, within these stories, a series or pattern

of oppositions that operate at the level of the codes.

!'ihile the degrees of opposition may vary, and cannot be

said to fall into only two cl-asses, the dramatic effect
is as if only two cl-asses existed (within a partícular
story, two codes may not display as pronounced an

opposition as f suggest at this point; the pattern of
opposition, however, will hol-d throughout the entire
collection of stories). The followingr examples, drawn

primarily frorn the story rrCornet at Nighttt, will serve as

representatives of each class:

The Farm

nature of the universe

Calvinisrn

nature
(weather, condition
of land, etc)

man
(tied to the priorities
of nature; dependent on
the landts yield for
essence; a parishioner
of Calvinrs church in
the broadest sense; he
believes that the universe
is, at best, indifferent
to man and, at worst,
actively hostile)

The Town

nature of society
gentrified religion

culture
(home, school, music,
religion)

I,\tOman
(allied with culture
against nature;
intends to escape
the farm, if not in
person, then by
proxy [vicariously,
through her
childrenl r' dependent
on husband [for
means by which to
purchase the
trappings of
culturel )

9



- Tornmy
(in the process of
becoming a man; knows
that rritts like that
on a farmtt)3

Rock
(and other dray horses;
animals which, Iike men,
are suited to the
monotonous struggle of
the farm)

- rejected stookers
(rrsomebody biq and huskyrt
p.39; someone who has
stooked before; tta big
unshaven manrr with a
ff hump of musclerr pp.42-43)

- Tommy
(as a child, wants to
run with the musical
march; knows that
rra cornet at night
is golden only
oncerr p. 51)

- C1ípper
(fsabel, Bess, balky
horses; animals
whose talents do
not lend themselves
to the labour of
the farn)

- Philip Coleman
( rrthe vrrong hands:
white slender
fingersI p.44ì
tíke the pleasure
horses, he does
not belong to the
farn)

There are roles in these stories which are meant to
be filled either by characters or by natural or cultural
forces (ie. a man is meant to be either X or not X).

There is litt1e rnargin or latitude for deviations from

the normative rol-es. ft is, in fact, that constraint,
whether it be natural or cultural, whích is the source of
dramatic tension in Rossts stories. In this harsh and

unforgiving world, where even the correct action can

result in catastrophic consequences, there is little room

for error. The religious code that dominates the text -

3 Sinclair Ross, The Lamp and Other Stories. ed. Malcolm
Ross. (Toronto, Ontario: McClelland and Stewart, l-968) , p.5l-. All
further references to this work appear in the text.
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a hybrid form of Calvinism, complete with its attendant

determinisn - is the force against which all the other
codes play. Whil-e many of the stories are drawn taut by

the unexpected assignment of the wrong role to a

particular character, animal or force, the chief
protagonist in most stories is a palpable sense of
Christian fatalism (ie. the matter is always in Godrs

hands and, in this world, things will usually get worse).

The Religious Code

Curiously, the actual religious code of this text. is
to be found most often in lexies that contain no overt
reference to religion at al-l-. Because the socíal , ot
gentrified, religion of manners is the obvious religious
representative in the text, it would be easy, though

inaccurate, to conclude that that code is, in fact, the

religious code. The actual- religious code, ho!,rever, is
to be discovered in the habits, psychological

characteristics and shared world view of the characters.

Calvints stern doctrine is the constant which runs

through even the lightest of the stories. It is nowhere

more evident than in the two characteristics common to
all principal characters: a stubborn reliance on labour,

even in the face of likely disaster, and a sense of
helplessness. Irihere other Protestant theologians

(including those who shared Calvin's belief both in the

1_7



utter depravity of man and in manrs inability to save

himself through good works) preached stoic forbearance,

Calvin counselled also that rrthe world was to be mastered

in unceasing labour for Godrs sake.rr4

That duty defines the relationship of farmers to
their land (see rrThe Lamp at Noonrr, rrCornet at Nightrr,
rrNot By Rain Alonerr and ttA Fie1d of Wheattt). As Margaret

Laurence observes, in her introduction to the New

Canadian Library edition of Ross's coltection:

the land sometimes assumes a character as
harsh as that of the vengeful God who sorely
tried Job, and the farmers who stay oD, year
after year, seeing their crops spoiled and
themselves becoming old in youth, yet stilI
maintaining their obsessive faith in the land,
are reminiscent of Job himsel-f Though He slay
ñê, yet will I trust in Him.5

For the farmers, unceasing labour a devotion unrequited

by their land and misunderstood by their wives is simply

an act of faith.

The religious code is also manifested in guilty
pleasures. These characters cannot afford to indulge

themselves in luxury. It is for that reason that we find

a Edward
l-Oth edition
p. 487

McNaIl Burns et â1, êd. , I,Iestern Civilizations.
(New York, Ner,ü York: Norton and Company Inc., L984) |

Margaret Laurence, Introduction, The Lamp at Noon and Other
Stories, by Sinclair Ross (Toronto, Ontario: McClell-and and
Stewart, L968) , p. I

L2



characters either rationalizing their frivolous
expenditures (regardless of whether the expense be in time

or in cash) or conceal-ing them. In both rrThe Outlawil and

rrThe Runawayrr farmers purchase horses that are without
value to a farm. In the first case, the purchase is
excused as rra poor investmentrr (p. 24) but rra bargainrr (p.

25). The farmer in the second story, discovering that he

has been swindled into buying balky horses, allows that,
whatever their faults, they are good mares: they will bear

good colts. He knows, of course, that, the purchase hras

imprudent, regardless of the horsesr characters, because

the team is not intended for work. In another story, ilThe

Painted Doorrr, characters pass the winter ptaying cards,

not enjoying the rel-ative leisure of winter but anxiously

awaiting spring. They are uncomfortabler âs all these

characters are, with unproductive activity.
fn the culture from which these characters are drawn,

there could be no activity less worthwhile than the

production of art, an enterprj-se which consumes resources

without profit. Certainly, the religious and economic

codes, both informed with Calvinist values, would argue

against as wasteful a venture as Canadian literature (one

could not suggest that Ross had any reasonable expectation

of earning his keep with his pen). It is a curious irony,
then, that realist fiction is sculpted from such a culture.
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As Atwood says, in Survival: A Thematic Guide to Canadian

Literature:

The paradox that confronts us is that Ross
.... [has] created memorable works of art out of
the proposition that such a creation, in thislenvironment, is impossible [He rnakes] art
out of [his] characters' inability to do so.
The true rrsymptomrr or rrreflectionn of the
lirnited Calvinist-Colonialist environment
lhe is] talking about would be no books
at all.ó

I will argue later in this thesis that the narrative voice

speaks from a different cultural framework than the one to
which he assigns his stories. That voice has departed its
imaginative home. The meta-code--by which I mean Rossrs

own values (to the extent that they rnay be recovered from

the text)--protests against the cul-tural codes of the text.
The act of writing signifies its orl¡n opposition to an

artl-ess culture.

Finally, determinism informs the story even at the

level of the codes. Each character is bound by his very

nature to a particular course of action. The farmer wil-I
continue to plant crops, not because he believes that the

new year will- be better than the last, but because he is a

Margaret Atwood, p L92

74



farrner and planting

not an accident: it

what a farmer does. The stasis is
an index to the religious code.7

l_s

ts

Culture, Societv and Social Reliqion

lilhere the religious code emerges as a world view (an

understanding on the part of the characters of the

universe in which they live), social religion manifest,s

itself in an elaborate pattern of manners, observed more

for the sake of the community than for the sake of God.8

This code, more cultural- than religious, is clearty
evident in the story rrCornet at Nighttt. Characters are

expected to dress for the Sabbath, to observe the day's

sanctj-ty by not working and, in absence of opportunity
for communal worship, to read scripture. The observance,

however, is largely decorative.

Culture (or rnore precisely, high culture) is
simil-arly represented as a thing extrinsically, rather
than intrinsically, valuable; culture is valuable because

7 In The Development of Prairie Realism, David Arnason
catalogues ten propositions which characteríze the shared beliefs
of the prairie rearists. Nine of these the concern for
verisimilitude; reliance on mimesisr' concern for ordinariness;
pastoral intent (the bel-ief that truth resides in nature); a belief
that there are no absorutes of good and evil; a rejection of
earlier forrns; concern with the psychology of characters; belief in
a unified world; and belief in liberal humanism - are also shared,
to some degree, by Ross, who Arnason does not inctude in the group.
The last proposition - the fundamental optinism of the realists
is not characteristic of Ross. Instead, Rossts fictional wortd is
governed by fatalism.

8 Consid.er, for instance, Mrs. Bentley of As For Me and My
House.
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it signifies something, not because it is sornething).

Largely the province of women, culture is coded in music,

manners and an appreciation, however imperfect, of the

arts. It counter-balances, in stories like rrCornet at
Nighttt, rrCircus in Townrr, rrThe Painted Doorrr and rrThe

Lamp at Noonrr, that which farm wives identify as the

dulling affect of farm l-ife. Because it is defined
trrithin the text as something distinct from the farm

life, culture is always coded as something foreign and

grand. It is the vehicle by which children will escape

the farm (ie. education, music lessons, etc) and the

means by which farm wives wiII, ternporarily at least,
transcend the tedium of their l-ives. However, like
social religion, high culture is usually decorative,

rather than integral to the lives of the characters. It
is that which does not belong. As Robert Kroetsch says,

speaking of the prairie cul-ture, nev¡ world culture is
characterízed by that r¡¡hich is absent:

an absence9
of sat,in sheets
of embroidered piltohr cases
of tea towels and English china
of silver serving spoons

How do you grow a prairie town?

The gopher hras the rnodel.
Stand up straight:
telephone poles

9 In this section of The Seed Catalogue, Kroetsch begins an
index of absences, absences which characterize--for the characters
of Rossts fiction--social life on the prairies.
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grain elevators
church steeples.
Vanish, suddenly: the
gopher was the model.

How do you grow a past/
to live in

the absence of silkworms
the absence of clay and wattles (whatever the heII

they are)
the absence of Lord Nelson
the absence of kings and queens
the absence of a bottle opener, and me with a

vicious attack of the 26 ounce flu
the absence of both Sartre and Heidegger
the absence of pyramids
the absence of lions
the absence of l-utes, violas and xylophones
the absence of a condom dispenser in the Lethbridge

Hotel, and me about to screw an old Blood
whore. I was in love.

the absence of the Parthenon, not to mention the Cathe-
dral de Chartres

the absence of psychiatrists
the absence of sailing ships
the absence of books, journals, daily newspapers and

every-thing else but the Free Press
Praíríe Farmer and ?he Western Producer

the absence of gallows (with apologies to Louis RieI)
the absence of goldsnÍths
the absence of the girl who said that if the Edmonton

Eskimos won the Grey Cup shetd let me kiss
her nípples in the foyer of the Palliser
Hotel. I donft know where she got to.

the absence of Heraclitus
the absence of the Seine, the Rhine, the Danube,

the Tiber and the Thames. Shit, the
Battle River ran dry one faII. The
Strauss boy could piss across it. He
could p^iss higher on a barn wall than any
of us. 'u He could piss right clean over
the principalrs new car.

the absence of ballet and opera

10 In The Seed Catalogue again, Kroetsch captures the essence
of social life on Ross's prairie--the juxtaposition of the absence
of the Eastern/European influence with the presence of the homely
western traits: the absence or the seine, the Rhine, the Danube,
the Tiber and the Thanes.. ../....the BattTe Ríver ran dry one rarl.
The Strauss hoy could piss across it.
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the absence of Aeneas

Society, the place where culture resides, is the

antithesis of the farm. On the farm, values are absolute

and unchanging, assigned by God or nature, and

unquestioned. Value is a function of utility and work is
the essence of being. By contrast, society (which is
identified with town) is a mysterious place of luxury,
with uncertain rules and relative values.11 In a larger
sense, the social code includes a sympathy to the

patriarchy, but that patriarchy is taÍlored to the

particular economic circumstances.

The Economic Code

In these stories, set in the time of the Great

Depression, the economic code often merges with the

religious code. The heavens and the earth, both

manifestly hostile to the enterprise of nen, exert
pressure on the farmer from two sides, seeking to squeeze

him from the scene. Calvinrs God, who owes no favour to
fallen men, v¡iII not answer the prayer for rain or for
fertile soil, and will not pass over the farm with His

scourge of hail.

11 For example, consider an exchange of goods in the storyrrCornet at Night'r: on the farm an egg is only an egg. ft can
never be more or less than an egg. But in town, the egg becomes a
fraction of an orange. Its precise value is contingent both on the
going rate for oranges and the going rate for eggs.
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Pressing from yet another direction is the spectre

of foreclosure. Because the financial forecast for the

characters is often as dire as the meteorological

forecast, both the religious and the economic codes are

usually represented by the same sense of impending doom

(ttNot By Rain Alonerr, t'A Field of Irfheatn¡.12

i. [Historical] Summary of Eventsl3

12 Kenneth James Hughes, Signs of Literature: Lanquaçre,
rdeorogy and the Literary Text. (vancouver, British columbia:
Talonbooks, l-986), p. L74

13 The two accounts that. follow are meant to suggest a context
for Rossrs fiction. These are historical accounts not in the
formar sense but rather remembered, or popurar, history. They have
only the authority of popular history:

Most of what happens in a village during the
course of a day will be recounted by somebody
before the day ends and these reports will be
based on observation or on first-hand accounts.
Village gossip is composed of this daily recounting
combined with lifelong rnutual farniliarities. By
this means a village informally constructs a
continuous conmunal híst,ory of itself (pauI
Connerton, How Societies Remember. Cambridge,
England: Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. l-7)

This rrsocial- memoryrr provides a rrrealisticrr landscape for Ross I s
fiction.

Realísm was the literary style in which Rossrs audience had
faithz the world exísts in the manner and dimension T perceíve it
to exist. Like popular history and memoirs, realist fiction is
reflective of the popular rnyths of the time. rt is real-istic, not
because it adheres to purely objective accounts (whatever those
turn out to be), but because it refl-ects the popular remembrance of
things past. Is Rossrs account accurate?--the question is neither
entirely answerable nor rel-evant. It is more important that the
account is consistent with rnyths of the time. Ross wrote to, or
for, hís culture. That society believed, largely, what Ross
believed. They shared a semiotic system.
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During the late i-920 | s in Canada14, the
times srere pretty good. !,Iestern f arm crops were
good, and mining, f ishing and lurnbering
flourished. Manufacturing was at a high level.
Ernployment was steady, and while vrages and
salaries urere low cornpared with today, everything
was in proportion because goods and services vrere
low too. If living wasnrt easy, it certainly
wasntt hard.

But there \^rere danger signals . lrlheat,
Canadars blue chip export, Ì,üas being
over-produced around the world and the I92g
Canadian crop had stilt not been sold in Lgzg.
The economies of many European countries rüere
shaky and had been since the First Vüorld War.
Factories, especially in the United States, Í/ere
over-producing, and since the market couldnft
take the goods, their inventories and stockpiles
$rere soon huge. The values of stocks on the New
York Stock Exchange were grossly overvalued, but
governments and business appeared to ignore the
signs. Things would get bigger and better, they
predicted.

Canada v¡as in a very vulnerable position.
Despite the countryrs vast size, her thinly
spread population numbered only about l-OTOOO,OOO.
Her revenues came from export sales grain,
pulp and paper, metals. The U.S. accounted for
40 per cent of our export sales, and Canada

14 Frank Davey argues that only tradition and Rossrs own
personal background serve to pJ-ace Rossrs fiction on the Canadian
prairie. rn his paper, rrThe conflicting signs of As For Me and My
Houserf (l-990), Davey suggests that there is:

a semiotic silence around the Bentleys and Horizott.
<Philip> has worked in anonymous towns, they met and
married in a nameless city to which they are about to
return; he has preached for an unnamed church; she
orders clothing from an unnamed mail-order, walks
beside an unnamed railroad.

Further, Davey argues, for every semiotic marker pointing to the
Canadian prairie, there is another indicating the American midwest.

Davey presents a convincing case and the question is one of
some importance. If the stories are not locatedr âs f suppose, in
western canada, many of my suppositions are wrong. For the purpose
of this thesis and in the interest of space, r must retreat to
tradition. I will atternpt to meet Daveyrs challenge in a later
paper.
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counted on the Americans for vital money for
expansion.

In October, 1929, all the black clouds met
in one place, the New York Stock Exchange, and
the thunderbolt struck. Stock prices fell
disastrously, a sign that the American Economic
System had been smashed. Things were never to be
the same, in the U.S., in Canada, in the rest of
the world.

Canadars markets began to collapse. The
U.S., to protect its ovrn, erected high tariff
walIs, shutting out Canadian goods. The prairie
wheat economy tottered as the $f.eO bushel price
of L929 skidded to 38 cents in 2 Ll2 years. By
that time even the weather had turned against us:
the drought was destroying the West, and Canada
like the rest of the world was deep into the
worst Depression in history.

As the West and the wheat wentr so did the
rest of Canada. Farmers stopped buying. Eastern
factories closed, or laid off hundreds.
Construction virtual-ly stopped. Banks no longer
Ient money; instead they called in loans. Less
and less money was put into circulation and fewer
and fevrer goods were produced and more and more
factories vrere shut down and the rolls of the
poor grev/ longer -qnd longer and the gloom and the
despair deepenedl).

ii. Saskatchev¡an in the Depression

The thirties began in disillusionment and
disbelief following the dramatic stockmarket
crash in the United States in 1929. A year later
the lrlheat Pool was in deep financiat difficulty.
In 1-93J-, the western prairies lirere swept by high
winds and frightful dust storms. There was a
faj-r crop in 1-932, but wheat was down to 50 cents
a bushel at the l-ocal- elevator, and the price r¡ras
stil-l falling. Between l-933 and 1937, wheat
prices dropped to a low of 20 cents a bushel in
the elevators at Senate. One of our neighbours,
Fred Downes, had a ten-bushel-per-acre wheat
crop, and he contracted with BiIl Sanderson Lo
combine it for runníng costs only. They h/ere

15 Barry Broadfoot, Ten Lost Years: Memories of Canadians Who
Survived the Depression. (Toronto, Ontario: PaperJacks, IgTS),
p. viii-ix
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estimated at one doll-ar per acre. Hence it took
half the crop to pay for harvesting at cost.

The cattlemen were hit just as hard. Hay
crops failed; grass withered on the stem; weaning
calves sold at three or for dollars a head. Two
year steers night bring in twenty dollars, and
three year olds twenty-five dollars if you
happen to strike it lucky on market day. Searing
winds cut off all young vegetation. One of our
neighbors with 280 acres of fodder crop estimated
that, had he picked every blade of crop by hand,
the total would not have fílled the v¡agon box.
The situation lras graphically summed úp by a
restaurant-owner of Chinese extraction ín Climax
who said of L937: frNo wheatr Do gfgss, tro hay, no
gardens, nothing of everything.rr'ro

Relief handouts of money or food or
clothing -- was the order of the day. And pride
would not stand long when you sav/ your farnily
hungry and in need of clothing, when you had no
possible means of meeting your needs by your own
efforts. A man with a family was eligible for
fifteen dol-lars a month and a smalI clothing
al-lowance. You r¡/ere supposed to make do with
this and with what you could make from the farm.
I{e hrere able to ship to Senate a carload of
barley, delivered at twenty cents a bushel. Vüe
weaned thirty head of our best calves and fed
them all winter on our best alfalfa and all the
barley they could eat. f took a carload of them
down to the Winnipeg stockyards in the spring.
A few of the tops sol-d at a high of seven cents
a pound, rareighing out about 7OO pounds each.
They brought in about forty dollars a head by the
tine freight and other charges were met. Two or
three, tail-enders, but still good beef, brought
four cents a pound. I was almost too discouraged
to return home. You could not win by hard
work .17 18

16 The economic equivalent of Kroetschrs prairie culture--the
land too signifies as the presence of an absence.

17 This is always the lesson of the stories in the collection
The Lamp at Noon and Other Stories--on the prairies, during the
Depression, you could not win by hard work.

18 c. sheperd,
McClelland and Stewart,

$Iest of Yesterday.
L965), pp. LO6-1O7
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The Connotative Codes

Both men and hromen are represented as relatively
static characters. They are limited in their potential
for growth or development. Whatever development does

take place, is like1y to be a gravitation toward a

socially correct, or normative, role (as is the case with
the young farrner in the story, rrNot By Rain A1oneil, who

will grow into the patient faith of the older farmers).
The stasis is consistent with the determinism of the

religious code: character is predetermined.

Adu1t MaIe Characters

Men in these stories are usually coded as strong,

silent types (in fact, they are only strong in silence),
gifted with rugged labour strength. They are usually
described as having rough clumsy hands (cultural code:

they lack the dexterity for refinement; they cannot play

music or engage in other cultural activities). They

rarely shave, or, if they do, they shave for their wives

(cultural code: they are una\^rare of , or are índifferent
to, social pressure and good manners; they do not belong

to the town, to rrsocietyrr; they are rougth and ill-, ot
uD-, educated). Most are farmers (rrmenrr are those who

produce or provide). They are v/orn out and old before

their tine, or young and waiting to be o1d (Iike the
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character in rrNot By Rain Alonerr, r.lho awaits rrthe

submissive quiet that at l-ast the seasons teac¡rr¡.1e

Because they are essentially defined by the relative
prosperity of their respective farms (ie. they are only
men by virtue of their abilities to provide), men assign

to the farm a priority. They are engaged in an elemental

struggle, the final purpose of which is only partly
economic (see comments on the religious code, above). fn
the event of the farmrs failure, a man must, and will,
concede to the wife some authority. At the very least,
the wife witl be permitted to challenge patriarchal
authority.

Adult Female Characters

lrlomen, by contrast, reject the el_emental struggle as

unfair, a contest rigged in naturers favour. Less

inclined than her husband to wage the battl-e on uneven

terms, a farm wife is likety to hedge the bet, relying on

crop insurance, education, relatives and neighbours,

rather than the solitary strength of the farmer ( see rrA

Fie1d of Ialheatrr, rrThe Lamp at Noonrr, rrCornet at Nighttt).

She is sociable, and therefore frustrated by the

24
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isolation of the farmzo; she seeks refuge, from the

tedium and isolation, in social religion, high culturezl,
interaction with neighbours and farnily, even in the

company of her husband. If she is unable to escape by

any other means, she will attempt to escape by proxy,

vicariously living through her children (ironically, the

hroman usually employs the proceeds of the farm to
purchase her escape from the farm, whatever the form that
escape takes). The isolation is often represented by a
ü¡oman waiting at the window, anxious for any distraction.

Though the women in these stories always marry men

who fit the description of the sex rol-e code above, they

fantasize of men who are well-groomed, clean-shaven and

urbane (see rrThe Painted Doorrr, rrCornet at Nigh¡tt (in

20In Rossrs best-knor¡rn work, As For Me and Mv House, Mrs.
Bentley, protests against the loneliness. Though she rives in aprairíe town, she rnight be speaking for any of the farm hromen when
she writes in her diary:

Vüe shrink from our insignificance. The stillness
and the solitude--hre think a force or presence
into it--even a hostile presence, deliberate,
aligned against us--for hre dare not admit an
indifferent wilderness, where we may have no
meaning at all.

(As For Me and My House, New Canadian Library
Edition, Toronto: McCl-elland and Stewart,
1957, p. 1-00)

21In Rossrs fiction, the principal exception to this rule seems
to be Laura, a rrthorough ranch hroman, with a disdainful shrug for
al-l-....domestic tiesrr (As For Me and My House, New Canadian Library
Edition, Toronto: Mcl-elland and Stewart, L957, p. 93). She is, âs
Robert Kroetsch says, in his essay rrThe Fear of l,Iomen in Prairie
Fictiont' (L979) , rralmost androgynousrr.
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which the wife wants a clean farm hand) ). There is a

distinction between men who are husbands and those who

are attractive.22

I suggested above that the patriarchy, which is
written into the social code, is undermined, to some

degree, by economic circumstances. As Kenneth Hughes

noted, in his discussion of rrThe Lamp at Noon[, the

dislocated syntax of the story I s f irst sentence (,'A

Iittle before noon, she lit the 1amprr23¡ is an indication
that the woman does not control the scene. Hughes argues

that the inversion of the normal order of a sentence

(subject-verb-object) removes the woman from an active
position of power. He concludes that this helptessness

is a function of the patriarchy.

That conclusion is suspect for two reasons: (i) in
the first pJ-ace, while it is true that female characters

in these stories appear helpless, their husbands seem no

Iess so; (ii) patriarchy, at least in part, ttis a result
of the differences in the ability to produce economic

goods and the dependence of $/omen on male providersr¡24

22 The Race and other Stories, another collection of stories
by Ross, includes two stories about men who are both attractive and
married; in both cases, the men fail as husbands.

23 Ross, p. l-3

24 Metta Spencer, êd., Foundations of Modern Sociology, 2nd.
Edition. (Scarborough, Ontario: prentice-Ha11, L98J_), p. U+
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and that is not entirely the case here. The helplessness

is a condition of the charactersr world, more easily
explained by reference to the religíous or economic code,

than by reference to the social code.

Children

lrlhere irnagínation is represented as a positive
attribute in these stories, it is assigned to children
(rrThe Outlawrr, rfCircus in Townrr). Irlhere potential exists
for growth or change, it exists within the children.
Because the chil-d is coded in one way within artístic
frame and in another bray outside the artistic frame, he

or she must function simultaneously in two distinct ways.

hlithin the frame, the child often represents the

competing aspirations of his mother and father. For the

father, a child (particularly a son) is an heir and

farrn-hand. To the mother, that same son represents the

gentleman his father is not. The conflict between the

farm and the town, between nature and culture, is played

out through the rival claims to a child (ttThe Lamp at
Noonrr, rrCornet at Nigh¡tt, ttA Field of Vtheattt).

For the reader, on the other hand, the child
represents the only character with any potential for
chang'e. Irlhen a child is introduced to a story, he
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becomes the focal point25. Vüe learn to expect a greater

emotional or intellectual range from children. The

narrative voice, reminiscent and temporally distant from

the events of the stories, sympathizes prirnarily with the

children (rrCornet at Nightrt, rrThe Outlawrr, ilCircus in
Townrr ) .

25 This custom does not hold for infants, for whom different
rul-es apply; an infant represents either potential for tragedy or
the combined hopes of his parents.
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l_t_l-.

The Story

The story is told retrospectively by a narrator
recalling his youth.

Over his wifets objections, a farrner excuses his
son, Tom, from school and music lessons, and sends him

instead to town (the foreign place, the place of
experience, the place of different cultural codes) to
hire a stooker. The boy, thrilled by the adventure but

confused both by cultural codj-ng and by the rnixed signals

of his parents ( ttMake sure he I s stooked beforerr rrMind

itrs somebody who looks like he washes himselftt) rejects
two experienced but rough stookers (as he is bound, by

the conventions of realism, to do: without this action,
the story lacks its critical conflict). He selects

instead a soft and gentle man, despite that characterrs

obvious unsuitability to the role. That night at the

farm the hired man plays his cornet; the music has an

effect on the farnily so profound that it is clear that
culture, ât least high cul-ture, is not at home on this
farm. As a stooker, the hired man makes a fine musician.

He is dismissed after one day. While the mother derives

one moral from the experience (that one should not work

on the Sabbath day), Tom discovers another: rryou always

have to put the harvest firstrr (the essential conflict
high culture/the cornet vs. the priorities of the farn).
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The rite of passage for the boy is the storyrs main

theme, while the sub-therne is a comic tale of domestic

strife.
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l_v.

In the section that follows, I will undertake the

interrogation of a particular text (Cornet at Night)

using the method of analysis developed by Roland Barthes

in S/Z: An Essay. By enploying the method for the
purpose of discovering specific thematic patterns, I
expect to find that the syrnbolic code (the code of
themes) manifests itsel-f throughout the text. f rnean to
demonstrate that the conflict of a story--an essential
aspect of realistic fiction--lies coded in every lexie.

I wil-Ì, therefore, linit rnyself to the discussion of
particuJ-ar aspects of each Iexie, looking for an

opportunity to test my thesis. A more thorough

examination would bloat the paper to an unmanageable

size.

(1) rrThe Cornet at Nightrr * HERMENEUTIC CODE: the riddle
of the title; what, first, is the significance of the

cornet and what then is the specifÍc significance of the

cornet at night? on the most basic level, the

hermeneutic is sirnply this: urhat is the story about?

* SYMBOLIC CODE: the title of a story is usually asked to
carry the storyrs symbolic meaning - the question is
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postponed until the end of the story but it nags the

reader throughout his or her reading: how wiII the title
provide eventual closure to the text?

(2) The wheat was ripe :t CULTITRAL CODE: what might

happen to the crop? Calvinist fatalism - that which is
gíven night also be taken away; on the prairies, in the

193ors, a farm family cannot afford to risk a crop;

therefore the crop must be harvested * CULTITRAL CODE:

The wheat was ripe; an economic code, pJ_acing the action
in a society which has evolved to organízed agriculture;
wheat is not a natural crop and ripeness is not a natural
condition of vegetatJ-on; in effect, wheat is only ripe
when it is ready to be harvested; harvesting is a stage

of production :k CONNOTATIVE CODE: the Ìand is the first
priority of the man; there is potential for conflict with
the woman.

(3) and it was Sunday. 't CULTURAL CODE: the Lordrs Day

must be kept sacred but the work ethic declares value to
be a function of labour (ie. a man must work and not work

to be righteous) * CONNOTATIVE CODE: social religion,
the province of the $/oman, assigns great importance to
the appearance of piety; confJ-ict between the mother and

father is drawn al-ong the incompatible claims of the day.
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(4) rrCan't help it frve got to cutr,t my father said at
breakfast. rrNo use talking. Therers a wind again and

itts shelling fast.rr * PROAIRETIC CODE: the comic sub-

plot of domestic unrest; each speech of the father
anticipates the answering remarks of mother ¡t HERMENEUTIC

CODE: how will- she answer? the sub-plot and the

connotative codings demand that she disagree with her

husband :k HERMENEUTIC CODE: the wind is blowing; the crop

could be lost; will he manage to harvest in time?

¡t CULTURAL CODE: man|s impotence is a condÍtion of the

world; a farmer cannot dictate terms to fate; he has to
cut before conditions deteriorate :k CONNOTATIVE CODE: the

farmer defends his decision by reference to the immediacy

of the demands of the harvest; patriarchy depends upon

the success of the farm (if he is not successful as a

provider, a farrner is not a man; if he is not a man, the

farmer cannot derive his authority from the tradit.ion of
the patriarchy).

(5) rrNot on the Lordrs Dayrtt my mother protested. ilThe

horses stay in the stables where they belong. Therers

church this afternoon and I intend to ask Louise and her

husband home for supper.rr * PROAfRETIC CODE: the closing
of an actionr' the anticipated disagreement of the rnother

is realized * CULTURAL CODE: the horses are beasts of
burden; on the Lordrs Day, dray horses belong in the barn
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church and company; religious/social duty versus the

obligation to work; the opposition of social and

universal irnperat.ives * SYMBOLfC CODE: the conflíct is
articulated; from this point forward, the opposition,

first drawn between ripe wheat and Sunday will rnanifest

itself in various h/ays; the essential story resides in
these first few details * HERMENEUTIC CODE: who is
Louise? is she important? intend; though the mother

intends to ask, the text confines her to mere intention;
that restriction admits the possibility that the action
witl not be completed.

(6) Ordinarily my father was a pleasant, accommodating

litt1e man, * PRoAIRETIC CODE: ordinarily; one usually
describes the normal state of affairs only if one is
about to depart from the ordinary :t HERMENEUTIC CODE:

what is different about this day? * SEMIOTfC CODE: the

ironic tone of pleasant, accommodatinq Iittle man

indicates a narrator who is more mature than the child
narrator ought to be - narrative convention al-lows that
the story night be told retrospectively.

(7) but this morning his wheat and the wind had lent him

sudden sLeel. rrNo, today hre cutrrr he met her evenly.
rrYou and Tom go to church if you want to. Donrt bother

me.rr * CULTIIRAL CODE: in Rossrs world, things are as
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Iikely to go wrong as not; ripe wheat, and the wind to
scatter it, are conditions whích hint at possible

disaster * CONNOTATIVE CODE: conditions lend the farmer

steel; patriarchal authority is asserted in defense of
the farm - church-goingr ân aspect of social religion, is
hromants religious and social obligation; a man cannot be

bothered with it v¡hen something more important claims his
time.

(8) rrlf you take the horses out today f'rn through - ItIl
never speak to you again. rr * HERMENEUTfC CODE: the

mother threatens with a marital sanction; will she carry
out the threat? is this the story? * PROAIRETIC CODE:

the mother positions her husband to repIy.

(9) rrAnd this time f mean it. rr *

time suggests that the threat has

occasions and not meant; it is an

domestic discourse; the riddle is
probably comic rather than tragic

HERMENEUTTC CODE: this
been made on previous

acceptable part of

solved; the action is
or melodramatic.

(10) He nodded. rrGood - if f 'd known Ïrd have started
cutting wheat on Sundays years ago. rr * PROAIRETIC CODE:

closing the action of lexie (e); dropping the other shoe

and del-ivering the punchl-ine - a continuation of the

comic sub-plot.
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(11) rrAnd thatrs no way to talk in front of your son.rl

* PROAIRETIC CODE: the motherrs comment is, in partr âD

aspect of the Punch and Judy routine - And; in this
Iexie, and in lexie (9), the conjunction ties the banter

together; dialogue awaÍts its cornpletion * CONNOTATfVE

CODE: some things must be hidden from children; the

nurturing rnother protects the child from harsh reality
(such as it is) - the mother, whose vicarious escape from

the farm is dependent upon the child, must guard against
the rough infl-uence of the father if the chil-d is to
emerge a gentleman; the child must emerge a gentleman if
the mother is to make good her escape * CULTURAL CODE:

the man-child is born innocent of the characteristics of
his sex; fatatism does not apply to children who

apparently may escape their destiny (environment may

determine personal developrnent) .

(1-2) rrln the years to come he'Il remember.rr * CULTURAL

CODE: a condition of the world; one does not escape the

consequences of past actions ¡t HERMENEUTIC CODE: will he

remember? the riddl-e completes itself beyond the time

frame of the text; in years to come, the boy does

remember--he writes this story * SEMIOTIC CODE: the

realj-st pretends that there are years to come, that
characters exist in time rather than as fictionat
constructs.
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(13) There was silence for a moment and then, ês if in
its clash with hers his will had suddenly found itself,
my father turned to me. * CULTITRAL CODE: clash; a

martial metaphor, carried to the semantic domain of the

domestic dispute; similarly, in lexie (7), the wind lends

the fatherts wiII steel :t PROAIRETIC CODE: the father
turns; it is the first physical action in a story that
is, thus far, moved by dialogue ¡t HERMENEUTfC CODE: is
this first physical action syrnbolically important?

(14) rrTom, I need a man to stook for a few days and I
want you to go to town tomorrow and get me one. The way

the v¡heatrs coming along so fast and the oats nearly

ready too I can't afford the time. Take ol-d Rock.

Youtll be safe with him.rr * CULTURAL CODE: need, wheatrs

coming along so fast, oats nearly ready, canrt afford the

time - man cannot deny the irnperative of nature - qet me

one - the hired man is a commodity to be got from town;

men are purchased when nature díctates that they must be

* CULTIIRAL CODE: Tom; the narning code; Tom is a manrs

name; going to town for men is a manrs job; the rite of
passage; the father is initiating his son to manhood

CULTURAL CODE: Rock; the naming code; a horse that is
steady and sure * HERMENEUTIC CODE: will Tom be safe with
the plodding dray horse? ¡t PROAfRETfC CODE: the father
sets the mother up to disagree.
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(15) But ahead of me my mother cried, rrThatts one thing
Irll not stand for. You can cut your wheat or do

anything else you like yourself, but yourre not

interfering with him. Hers going to school tomorroT¡r as

usual.rr * CULTURAL CODE: mothers are women; women cry -
the opposition of the farm (faLher needs a man to stook)

and Culture (the boy must go to school) ¡t CONNOTATIVE

CODE: the matriarchy; rearing of the child is the

responsibility of the woman; the father cannot interfere
- the child has the potentj-al for growth; therefore, he

goes to school.

(16) My father bunched himself and glared at her. rrNo,

for a change hers going to do what I say. The croprs

more important than a day at school.rr ¡t CULTURAL CODE:

for a change; the matriarchy; usually the boyts actions

are determined by the mother; the father must break that
pattern to initiate the child * CONNOTATIVE CODE: the

crop is more important than school; masculine versus

ferninine values.

(17) rrBut Monday's his music lesson day - and when wiII
we have another teacher like Miss I,Iiggins who can teach

him music too?rr * CULTIJRÀL CODE: even in the service of
High Culture, the v¡oman must bow to the practical demands

of the farm: a good teacher, like a good pair of
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trousers, is the one which offers some economy; in this
case, the saving ís a convenience, a temporal economy, in
a teacher who provides both the three Rrs and piano

Iessons--educational quantity, if not quality * CULTURAL

CODE: Miss Wiqgins; the naming code; Miss Wíggins, a name

that jiggles on the page, is probably parÈ of a comic

tradition * PROAIRETIC CODE: But, and; the conjunctions

continue to allow the mother to arnend the father's
thoughts.

(18) rrA dollar for l-essons and the wheat shelling! When

I was his age I didnrt even get to school.rr * SYMBOLIC

CODE: again, the opposition of High Cultural and homely

farm irnperatives provides a statement of the textrs theme

* SYMBOLIC CODE: When I was his aqe; at Tonrs age, the

man-child ought to begin his rite of passage

* PROAIRETIC CODE: father serves to set up motherrs

return.

(f-9) rrExactlyrtt my mother scored, rrand look at you

today. Is it any wonder I want hin to be different?rl
* PROATRETIC CODE: the mother Scores 't CULTURAL CODE:

conversation is a contest * CONNOTATIVE CODE: the mother

marries the father (a rrmanrr, someone who works hard, puts

the farm first), but wants the son to be differenL - (ie.
not a man).
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(2O) He slammed out at that to harness his horses and

cut his wheat, * CULTIJRAL CODE: the patriarchy; the man

owns the farm-- his horses and his wheat.

(2L) and away sailed rny rnother with me in her wake

* SEMIOTIC CODE: mother sail_s with child in her wake;

language is metaphoric; diction provides an index to
IÍterary conventions; contrary to the conventions of
realism, Ianguage draws attention to itself * CULTURAL

CODE: with me in her wake; the matriarchy; the mother

carries the chil-d with her.

(22) to spend an austere half-hour in the dark, hot,
plushy little parlour. It ï/as a kind of vícarious
atonement, I suppose, for we both took straight-backed

l-eather chairs, and for all of the half-hour stared

across the room at a big pansy-bordered motto on the

opposite wall z As lor Iúe and trly House We ltill Serve the

Lord. * CULIURÀL CODE: economic code--time is spent

religious code--vicarious atonement; language is borrowed

frorn religious discourse; the mode of worship is
Calvinist--austere, dark, straight-backed and solemn

:t CULTtJRAL CODE: dark, hot, pl-ushy litt1e parlour; the

language is vaguely erotic, a Freudian fantasy,

suggesting a longing to return to the womb; mother draws

the child back,' she cannot release him * SEMIOÎIC CODE:
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the motto recalls another of Rossrs studies of the harsh

and severe life on the prairies (the novel, As For Me and

my House); the novel shares many cultural and connotative

codings with the story collection, The Lamp at Noon and

Other Stories.

(23) At last she rose and said, rrBetter run along and do

your chores nohr, but hurry back. Yourve got to take your

bath and change your cl-othes, and maybe help a little
getting dinner for your father. rr * SEMIOTIC CODE: at
last; either much time has passed or the time has weighed

heavily on the boy :t CULTURÃL CODE: clothing code; there
are clothes for worship and clothes for work; these two

activities are separated by a ritual change of garments

* SYMBOLIC CODE: mavbe help a little qettinq dinner for
vour fatherr' preparing a rneal is coded as a feminine

duty; the mother confuses the boyts gender role, perhaps

confining hin to a gender-free childhood (ie. a child
belongs neither to the class of rtmanrr nor rrv¡'omanrr--s/he

is a rrchild").

(24) There was a wind this sunny August morning, tanged

with freedom and departure, and from his stall my pony

Clipper whinnied for a race with it. Sunday or not, f
would ordinarily have had ny gallop anlrway, * SEMIOTIC

CODE: There was a wind this sunny Auqust mornins,
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ordinarilv; a realist convention--there are other days,

previous and subsequent, to the days that cornprise this
story :k CONNOTATIVE CODE: Sundav or notr- like his father,
Torn occasionally departs from the strict observance of
the Sabbath.

(251 but today a sudden welling-up of social and

religious conscience made me ask mysetf whether one in
the fanily like my father \^rasntt bad enough. Returning

to the house, I merely said that on such a fine day it
seemed a pity to stay inside. * PROAfRETIC CODE: but

todav; a departure from the boy would ordinarily do

* CULTURAL CODE: the matriarchy; Tom returns to the house

to be governed by his mother * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom is
different than his father; he has an active social and

religious conscience; he is not like a man, perhaps

because he is still- a child * HER: Tom is not like a man

(he worries about religious/social duty); in what other

ways is he different from rnen?

(26) My mother heard but didnrt answer. perhaps her

conscience too was working. Perhaps after being worsted

in the skirmish with my father, she was in no mood for
granting dispensaÈions. * SEMfOTIC CODE: the privilege
of the narrator; he knows that his rnother has heard

despite the fact that she does not answer - perhaps; the
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privilege is l-irnited however--he knows that she hears but

does not know why she does not answer * CULTTRJ\L CODE

and SEMIOTIC CODE: employing a ¡nilitary metaphor, the

narrator describes an argument as a skirnish * CULTURAL

CODE: the religious code; on the Sabbath, the mother

chooses whether or not to grant a dispensation.

(27) In any case I had to take my bath as usual, puL on a
clean white shirt, and change rny overaì_ls for knicker
corduroys. :k CULTURAL CODE: the clothing code; dressing

in honour of the Sabbath; knicker corduroys; short pants;

the uniform of a child.

(28) They squeaked, those corduroys. For three months

now they had been spoiling all my Sundays. A sad, muted

swishing little squeak, but distinctly audible. Every

step and there it was, âs if I needed to be oiIed.
* CULTURÀL CODE: the corduroys function in a number of
hrays; first, and most obviously, they function as a
clothing code; they signify special occasions--days or

company to be dressed for; as such, they are

uncomfortabre because they are foreign--they are an index

to High Culture :k PROAIRETIC CODE: the corduroys are an

index to tragic/comic sub-plot--as a youth, the narrator
is tormented by the trousers (they had been spoiling a1l

my Sundays) --as an adult, conrmenting from a distant point
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in the future, the narrator is amused (Every step .... as

if I needed to be oiled) * SEMIOTIC CODE: the corduroys

inspire the narrator to a mature, ironic tone; that tone

defines the narrator as an adult who is removed from the

suffering of his childhood ¡b CONNOTATIVE CODE: the boyrs

reaction to the corduroys--his embarrassment--defines him

as one who is acutely aware of the judgement of others;
the self-consciousness is consistent with his age

(adolescence) * SYMBOLIC CODE: Tom resists the costume

of a child; he ís at the threshold of maturity but his
rnother dresses him in short pants.

(29) I had to wear them to church and Sunday-school; and

after service, of course, while the grown-ups stood about

gossiping, the other boys discovered my affliction. I
sulked and fumed, but there h¡as nothing to be done.

* CULTITRAL CODE: clothing code; church and Sunday school

are events demanding the uniform of High Culture -
behaviour code; after service .... the grown-ups stood

about gossiping; church is an occasion for social, âs

well as spiritual, comrnunion.

(30) Corduroys that had cost four-fifty simply couldn't
be thrown av/ay tiII they \Árere will worn-out. My mother

warned me that if I started stiding down the stable roof,
sherd patch the seat and make me keep wearing them.
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* CULTURAL coDE: the economic code--one must derive full
value from a purchase; the matriarchy; make me keep

wearinq them; the boy is subject to the motherrs control
* sYMBoLrc coDE: couldn't be thrown awav tirl they were

worn out; the mother wirl dress Tom in short pants untir
they are hrorn through; though she cannot prevent him from

growing (a biological function--he will mature

physically), she can prevent him from passing into
manhood (a cultural function--one who wears short pants

ís defined as a boy) * CONNOTATIVE CODE: farm boys slide
down stable roofs.

(31) Vüith my customary little bow-Iegged sidle I slipped
into the kitchen again to ask what there was to do.
ttNothing but try to behave like a Christian and a

gentlemanrrr my mother ansv/ered stiffly. ilput on a tie
and shoes and stockings. * CULTURAL CODE: customary;

this is a action that occurs regularly in the boyrs life,
within the artistic frarne and beyond * cuLTItRAL coDE:

behaviour code; behave like a christian and a gentreman;

because Christianity and gentility are coded the same

wây, the terms are, in this context, synonymous

clothing code; ties, shoes and stockings are articles of
clothing that signify Christians and gentlemen.
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(32) Today your father is just about as much as I can

bear. rr * SYMBOLIC CODE and PROAfRETfC CODE: the comic

sub-plot of domestic discord is furthered; the son should

not be like his father.

(33) [And then what?rr I asked hopefully. I was thinking
that I night take a drink to my father, but dared not as

yet suggest it.
rrThen you can stay quiet and read - and afterwards

practise your music lesson. If your Aunt Louise shoul-d

come shetll f ind that as l_east I bring my son up

decently. rr ¡b SYMBOLIC CODE: I was thinkinq that r micrht

take a drink to my father; Tom wants to escape the

feminine realm--the house--to join his father in the

masculine realm--the field; the mother keeps Tom in the

house, symbolically denying his passage into sexual

rnaturity * CULTURAL CODE: behaviour code; being quiet,
reading and playing music are indices to a ild.ecentrt child

social- code; one is brought up decently so others will_

notice - the matriarchy; the mother will receive credit
for a child who is reared properly.

(34) It was a Ìong day. My mother prepared the midday

meal as usual, * CULTURAL CoDE and GoNNoIATIVE coDE: as

usual; ín thís cul-ture, mothers/women prepare the meals.
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(35) but, to impress upon rny father the enormity of his
conduct, withdrev/ as soon as the food was served.
¡h SEMIOTfC CODE: impress uþon mv father the enormitv of
his conduct; the diction suggests a mature narrator, the
adult voice reflectÍng on a distant chirdhood * CULTURAL

CODE: withdrew; the action is dressed in the language of
the battl-efie1d.

(36) Irlhen he was gone, she and I emerged to take our

places at the tabl-e in an atmosphere of unappetizing
rj-ghteousness. We didnrt eat much. The food was cold,
and my mother had no heart to warm it up. * CULTURAL

CODE: when he was grone, she and I emerged; reference

again to the ongoing battle between the parents r. the
father is the enemy--Tom and his mother must await his
departure to emerge from cover.

(37) For relief at last she said, rrRun along and feed the

chickens white I change my dress. Since hre arenft going

to service today we'lI read Scripture for a while
instead.rr * CULTURAL coDE: the social/religious code; if
one cannot attend the religious gathering, one honours

fhe Sabbath by reading scripture - the clothing code; the

mother marks the reading of sacred scripture by changing

clothes.
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(38) And Scripture we did read, fsaiah, verse about, f,y

mother her black silk dress and rhinestone brooch, I in
my corduroys and Sunday shoes that pinched. ft \^ras a

very august afternoon, exactly like the tone that had

persisted in my motherrs voice since breakfast tine.
* CULTURAL CODE: the clothing code; the mother

ceremoniously adorns herself with black silk and a

rhinestone broach - Sunday shoes that pinched; the

Sabbath is meant to be hoIy, foreign and uncomfortable;

one should not feel at home with the sacred; religious
observance belongs to High culture and High curture lives
elsewhere.

(39) f think I night have openly rebelled, only for the

hope that by compliance f yet rnÍght win permission for
the trip to town with Rock. :K CULTURAL CODE: openlv

rebelled; the martial metaphor to describe the domestic

interaction - bv compliance I miqht yet win; religious
code; bartering obedience for a reward; satisfaction
night be purchased with good behaviour; a departure from

Calvinist doctrine, which counsels men agai-nst the heresy

of meritorious salvation :t SYMBOLÏC CODE: might have

openly rebelled; the man-child must reject the maternal

bond if he is to declare his independence.
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(40) I was inordinately proud that my father suggested

it, and for his faith in me forgave him even Isaiah and

the plushy afternoon. * SYMBOLIC CODE: inordinately
proud that mv father suggested it; the trip to town

elevates Tom in status; the father recognizes that his
son has matured * CULTITRAL CODE: plushy parlour; the

adjective ties this lexie to lexie (22') and the erotícs
of the mother * SYMBOLfC CODE: the opposition of
parental duties; the father must send his son av¡ay; the

mother must draw him close.

(41) Whereas with my rnother, I decided, it was a case of
downright bigotry. * SYMBOLfC CODE: I decided; Tom

declares his allegiance to his father * CONNOTATIVE

CODE: bigotry, obstinate and intol_erant adherence to
creed or view; an index to the rnotherrs character.

(42) We went on reading Isaiah, and then for a while I
played hyrnns on the piano. A great many hymns even the

ones with awkward sharps and accidentals that Ird never

tried before * CULTURAL CODE: awkward, never tried
before; this is art, culture; it is foreign to the boy.

(43) for,
them see

father I s

fearing visitors, ily mother vlas resol-ved to let
that she and I were uncontaminated by my

sacrilege. * CULTURAL CODE: fearinq visitors;
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righteousness is a thing to be seen * coNNorATrvE coDE:

the woman j-s concerned with religious observance; that
concern is an index to her character.

(44) But among these likely visitors was my Aunt Louise,

a portly condescending lady married to a well-off farmer

with a handsome motor-car, * SEMIOTIC CODE: But; the

conversational tone of the narrative voice,
ungranmatically t ot l-east informally, connecting two

sentences; the language suggests the spoken word, a

narrator actively narrating * CULTURAL CODE: economic

code; a werl-off farmer has a handsome motor-car CULTIJRAL

CODE: motor-car; the diction places the story at a time

when automobiles were unconmon enoug,h that the car had to
be distinguished with the adjective rrmotorrr.

(45) and always when she came it vras my motherrs vanity
to have rne play for her a wal_tz or reverie, or HoTy Níght

sometimes with variations. A man-child and prodigy rnight

ecÌipse the motor-car. * CONNOTATIVE CODE: mv motherrs

vanj-ty, A man-child and prodiqv micrht ecripse the motor-

car; the mother lives vicariously through the child; his
cultural- accomplishment re-defines her--she is not a

farm-wife but the mother of a prodigy * CULTURAL CODE:

the cultural value of High Culture--the prodigy is worth

approximately as much as a fine automobile.
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(46) Presently she roused herself, and pretending mild
reproof began, rrNo!ü, Tommy, yourre going wooden on those

hlrmns. For a change yourd better practise Sons of
Liberty. Your Aunt Louise will want to hear it, anyway. rl

* SEMIOTIC coDE: she is only pretending mild reproof; the
voice of the mature narrator, who understands that the
mother can onry affect musicar appreciation * cuLTttRAL

CODE: Tommy; naming code; the mother holds her son in
childhood by naming hirn a child * CULTURAL CODE: Tom

shourd practice sons or Liberty because esteemed company

might request it; the varue of art is extrinsic, residing
in its audiencets willingness to pay respect - economic

code; the value of High Cul_ture is set by its market.

(47) There was a fine swing and vigour in this piece, but
it was hard. Hard because it was so ativer so full of
youth and headhigh rhythm. It was a march, and. it did
march. I coul-dntt take time to practise at the hard

spots slow1y till f got them right, for I had to march

too. I had to let my fingers sometimes miss a note or
strike one wrong. * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom feels music;

he is not like his mother (who pretends rnild reproof) or

his father (for whom music is signified by the dor-rar it.
costs him for lessons) * SYMBOLIC CODE and CONNOTATIVE

CODE: I had to let my finqers sometimes miss a note or

strike one wrong; the authority for music resides in the
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soul; Tom has a sympathy for music, referring to a

transcendent Forrn for guidance rather than the printed
notation.

(48) Again and again thís afternoon I started carefully,
resolving to count right through, the way Miss lrliggins

did, and as often I sprang ahead to lead my march a

rnoment or two all dash and fire, and then fall stumbling

ín the bitter dust of dissonance. * CULTURAL CODE: I
started carefully, resolving to count riqht throuqh; the

counting will constrain him, anchor hin to the page,

drowning out the distracting sound of the music; if he is
deaf to the music (as Miss Wiggins apparently is), he

might resist its charm :k SEMIOTIC CODE: sprang ahead to
l-ead rny march . . . . all dash and f ire, and then f alt
stumblinq in the bitter dust; again, the martial metaphor

is carried to the domestic site - religious coder. life,
in its constituent parts, is clearly meant to be

conquered, overcome ?k CONNOTATIVE CODE and CULTURAL

CODE: fal-I stumbl-ing in the bitter dust of dissonance;

not a realistts detaÍI but a editorial comment by the

narrator; how is music meant to sound? within the bounds

of this culture, it is meant to be ordered and

harmonious, played with discipline rather than abandon.
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(49) My mother didnrt know. She thought that speed and

perseverance would eventually get me there. She tapped

her foot and smiled encouragement, and gradually as the
afternoon vrore on begran to look a little disappointed,

that there would be no vísitors, after all.
* CONNOTATIVE CODE: My rnother didnrt know; cuÌtural
appreciatíon is a facade; she cannot hear that Tom has

strayed from the rhythm because she does not risten to
music but only purchases it; the pretence of appreciation
is more revearing than the fact that the wornan has a tin
ear.

(50) rrRun along for the co!,/srrr she saj_d at last, rtwhile I
get your supper ready for your father. Therer1l be

nobody herer so you can slip into your overall_s again. rl

* CULTURAL coDE and coNNorATrvE coDE: There'll be nobodv

here, so you can sl-ip into your overalls again; clothing
code; Tom will change from the uniform that honours

company to the uniform of the farm.

(51) I l-ooked at her a moment, and then asked: tVühat am I
going to wear to town tomorrow? T rnight get grease or

something on the corduroys.rr * CULTURAL CODE: the

clothing code; on one hand, a trip to town demands the

correct costume (corduroy knickers); on the other, a
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ritual passage into manhood should be marked with its
appropriate uniform (long pants).

(52) For while it was always my way to exploit the

future, f liked to do it ratíonally, within the limits of
the sane and probable. On my v¡ay for the corùs I wanted

to live the trip to town tomorrow many times, with
variationsrtt * CoNNoTATIVE CODE: exploit the future, Iive
the trip to town many times with variations; the

imaginative capacity of the child * CULTURÀ,L CODE:

rationall-y, within the limits of the sane and probable;

the childts imagination is linited by the influence of
the economic and religious code * SEMIOTIC CODE:

alv¡avs; ie. there are other timesr. the realist convention

of constructing a fictional- life beyond the text.

(53) but only on the explicit understanding that tomorrow

there was to be a trip to town. I have always been

tethered to reality, always compelled by an unfortunate

kind of probity in ny nature to prefer a barefaced

disappointment to the luxury of a future I have no just

claims upon. * CULTURAL CODE: tethered to reality,
compell-ed; the religious code; rejecting unbridl-ed

fantasy, preferring disappointment to undeserved luxury;
he is compelled (pre-deterrnined, directed against his
witl, subject to another for direction) to prefer (to
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desire, to want) * CONNOTATIVE CODE: probityr-

uprightness, honesty; an index to his character.

(54) I went to town the next day, ?t PROAIRETIC CODE: the

action code; a pivotal change of scene * CULTLRAL CODE:

the boy has been wrested frorn maternal control;
increasingly, from this point, the mother wil-I defer--in
matters concerning the child--to masculine values.

(55) though not, til-l there had been a fult hourrs

argument that paradoxically enough gave three of us the
victory. For my father had his way: I went; f had my

hray: I wentr' and in return for her consent my mother

!ì/rung a promise from him of a pair of new plush curt,ains

for the parlour when the crop was threshed, and for me

the metronome that Miss ttiggins declared was the onry way

Ird ever learn to keep in tine on marching pieces like
the Sons of Liberty. * CULTURAL CODE: Tom is eventually
aTTowed by his mother (the compromise of the patriarchy)
to go to town, in exchange for the fatherrs promise of
new curtains and a metronome (both indices of high

culture); the demands of the farrn are met--boy goes to
town, missing both school- and music l-essons, to find a

farm hand; farm income wil-t purchase high culture
(curtains and metronome) and the opposition between the

farm and high culture is sustained through the quid pro
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quo bargain - economic code; mother and father barter,
trading deeply held values as if they $rere commodíties.

(56) It was my first trip to town alone. * CULTITRAL CODE:

the rite of passage; the teen-aged boy is sent off alone

to discover his manhood.

(57) That was why they qave me Rock, who was old and

reliable and philosophic enough to meet motor-cars and

the chance locomotive on an equal and even somewhat

supercilious footing. * CULTURAL CODE: the naming code;

Rock, who is old and reliable * CULTURAL CODE:

locomotive; the story belongs to a time when trains were

more conmon (ie; pre-Irlorld War ff ); the narrator
differentiates between the part of the train (the

Iocomotive) and the whole; he does not belong to the more

contemporary culture which names trains less exactly.

(58) rrMind you pick somebody big and husky,rr said my

father as he started for the fie1d. rfGo to Jenkinsl

store, and hetll tell- you whors in town.rr * CONNOTATfVE

coDE: somebody big and husky; Tom must find an individual
who meets the criteria of the g'ender code for rrmenrr

* CULTURAL CODE: Jenkins will know who is in townr. in a

small town, the keeper of the g'eneral store will know

everyone.
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( 59 ) rrWhoever it is, make sure he r s stooked bef ore. r l
* HERMENEUTIC CODE: every word and sentence in the text
invites us to consider its opposite; wil1 Tommy find
someone who has stooked before? what will happen if he

does not?

(60) rrAnd mind itts somebody who looks 1ike he v¡ashes

himself ,rr my mother warned, rrJrm going to put cl_ean

sheets and piltov¡-cases on the bunkhouse bed, but not for
any dirty tramp or hobo.rr * coNNorATrvE coDE: Tom should

find a hired man who is not like a man (ie. someone who

does not fit the gender code for men); the boy is
expected to find a stooker who is both a man (lexie r58r)

and not a man (lexie 1160rr).

(61) By the time they had both finished with me there
hrere a great many things to mind. Besides repairs for
fatherrs binder, I was to take two crates of eggs each

containing twelve dozen eggs to Mr. Jenkins' store and

exchange have a list of groceries filted. * CULTURAL

CODE: the rural practice of bartering, more naturally
placed in this instance, with goods and services

exchanged * SEMIOTIC CODE: the binder, mentioned twice
the story, functions not as a farm tool- (it is never

actually used) but as a realistic detail (7,eftet du

reeT) .

l_n
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(62) And to make it cornplicated, both quantity and

quality of some of the groceries hrere to be determined by

the price of the eggs. Thirty cents a dozen, for
instance, and r was to ask for coffee at sixty-five cents

a pound. Twenty-nine cents a dozen and coffee at fifty
cents a pound. Twenty-eight and no oranges. Thirty-one
and bigger oranges. * CULTIRAL coDE: the rerative values

of town in contrast to the absolute values of the farm;

on the farm, the value of an object is intrinsic; a egg

is an egg, worth only an egg and never worth less than an

eggi in townr eggs have a price that fluctuates
* sYMBoLrc coDE: Tom is initiated to the practices of the
world around hin.

(63) It was like decimals with Míss Wiggins, or two notes

in the trebre against three in the bass. * cuLTuRAL coDE

and CONNOTATIVE CODE: the sirnile, like any comparative

definition, is rooted in cultural experience; in order to
decode the comparison, one needs only to know that
decimals and trebre scales are difficurt concepts for a

teen-aged boy.

(64) For my father a tin of special blend tobacco, and my

mother not to know. For my mother a box of face powder

at the drugstore, and my father not to know. Twenty-five

cents from my father on the side for ice-cream and
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Iicorice. Thirty-five from my mother for my dinner at
the chinese restaurant. * CULTURAL coDE: the religious
and economic code; and my mother not to know--the sin of
tobacco; and mv father not to know--the sin of vanity;
the guilty pleasure of luxury.

(65) Ànd warnings, of course, to take good care of Rock,

speak politely to Mr. Jenkins, and see that I didn't get

rnachine oil on my corduroys. :t CONNOTATfVE CODE and

SYMBOLIC CODE: j-n this diagesis, the father and mother

speak, their voices emerging in the opposition of
mascurine and feminine varues--taking care of the horse

vs. taking care of corduroys and rninding oners manners.

(66) It was three hours to town with Rock, but I donrt
remember them. f remember nothing but a smug

satisfaction with myseJ-f, and exhilarating conviction of
importance and rnaturity - ¡t CULTURAL CODE: economic and

religious index; distance is measured by time; time is
spent - time is spent but not remembered (ie. time is
wasted) on an exhilarating journey; journey alIows smugt

satisfaction and sense of importance and maturity; a

guilty pleasure--costing tine, purchasing self-
importance.
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(67) and that only by contrast with the sudden sag to
embarrassed insignificance when finally o1d Rock and f
drove up to Jenkinsr store. * SEMIOTIC CODE: the
judgernent is that of an experienced and distant observer-

-the mature narrator speaks from the future about the

conditions of his youth * CULTI]RAL CODE: in town, a farm

boy is subject to insecurity (an index to the relative
sophistication of the town).

(68) For a farm boy is like that. Alone with himserf and

his horse he cuts a fine figure. He is the measure of
the universe. He foresees a great many encounters with
life, and in them all acquits himself a little more than

creditably. He is fearless, resourceful, a bit of a

brag. His horse never contradicts. * SEMIOTIC CODE:

again, the language is over-determined, speaking of
itself as it speaks of other things; it is J.jterary ín
intention and general in scope, often revearing the voice
of author (or, more precisely, the voice of the author as

he constructs hinself in the text).

(69) But in town it is different. There are eyes here,

critical, that pierce with a single glance the litt1e
bubbl-e of his self-importance, and l-eave hirn dwindled

smaller even than his normal- size. * CONNOTATfVE CODE:

Tomrs sense of worth is dependent upon external
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validation; farm boys are clumsy and unsophisticated in
town.

(70) ft always happens that hray. * SEMfOTIC CODE: the

narrator comments on the other times when it has

happened, times which exist only as an index to the

narrative convention * CULTIJRAL CODE and CONNOTATfVE

CODE: always; rralwaysrr marks the event as characteristic
of this culture and identifies the narrator as one who

notices, and comments on, cultural indices.

(7L) They are so superbly poised and sophisticated, these

strangers, so completely masters of their situation as

they l-ol1 in doorways and go sauntering up and down Main

Street. * CULTURAL CODE: what does it mean to be

sophisticated? one wants to 1o11 in doorways (an index

to the relative leisure of town life) and saunter down

streets (an index to the character of townspeople--they

are brazen saunterers) .

(72) Instantly he yields to them his place as measure of
the universe, especially if he is a smal-I boy wearing

squeaky corduroys, * SYMBOLIC CODE: according to the

clothing code, the phrase a smatl bov wearing squeaky

corduroys is almost redundant--onJ-y a small boy wouTd be

wearing squeaky corduroys; from a distance, the mother
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contínues to undermine the rite of passage (by dressing

her son in short pants, she makes him a small boy).

(73') especially if he has a worldly-wise old horse tike
Rock, one that knows Main Streets, and wiII take them in
nothing but hís own sl-ow phitosophic stride. * SYMBOLIC

CODE: in a curious hray, Rock offers an adult role model

for Tom (which is not to suggest that Tom should mature

to a worldlv-wise old horse but rather that he should

become one who takes Main Streets in his own slow

philosophic stride).

(74) Irle arrived all right. Mr. Jenkins vras a little man

with a freckled bald head, and when f carried in my two

crates of eggs, one in each hand, and my 1egs bowed a

bit, * CULTURAL coDE: Ianguage evokes a farm boy

worshipping at the altar of sophistication--his legs

bowed, he carries his humble offerings, one crate of eggs

in each hand, before the shop-keeper * SEMIOTIC CODE: Mr.

Jenkins; even in diagesis, Tom honours his motherrs

admonition to be polite; farm boys are like that
* CULTIJRAL CODE: as a boy, Tom must address an adult with
respect.

(75) he said curtly, rrWell, canrt you set them down?

boyts deli-vering, and I canrt take time to count them

My
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myserf.rr * coNNorATrvE coDE: Jenkins is curt * CULTURAL

CODE: canrt take time; economic code--time is money

CULTITRÀL CODE: mistrust is characteristic of 1arger

communities--Jenkins has to count the eggs.

(76) rrThey donrt need counting,r I said politely.
:I CULTURAL CODE and CONNOTATIVE coDE: Tom can telI
Jenkins the number of eggsi he wourd not lie (the probity
of his nature) so the eggs need not be counted

:k CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom is the sort of boy who speaks

poIitely.

(77) rrEach layer holds two dozen, and each crate holds

six layers. I was there. f sav/ my mother put them in.'l
¡b CULTIJRAL CODE: f was there; in Tonrs world, his word is
a guarantee; Each laver holds two dozen, and each crate
holds six l-ayers; the absolute val_ues of the farm; there
cannot be fewer than twenty-four dozen eggs.

(78) At this a taIl, slick-haired young man in yellow

shoes * coNNorATrvE coDE and cuLTtiRAL coDE: srick-haired
.... in vellow shoes; a clothing code; he is a city-
slicker, more sophisticated than the farm boy.

(79) who had been standing by the window turned around

and said, rrThatts telling you, Jenkins - he was there.rl



* SEMIOTIC CODE and CULTURÀL CODE: compare to lexie (74)-

-in town, young men refer to shop-keepers vrithout their
title * CONNOTATIVE CODE: in Rossrs stories, vromen

usually stand at windows, waiting for company.

(80) Nettled and glowering, Jenkins himself came round

the counter and repeated, ttso you T¡rere there were you?

Smart youngster! What did you say was your name?rl

* CULTIJRAL CODE: Mr. Jenkins becomes Jenkins; Jenkins, to
whom Tom is meant to be polite, is rude; Tom acquires new

values--honour rnust be earned (íe. town-the world beyond

the farm-the place where sophistication is to be

purchased through experience) * SEMIOTIC CODE: What did
vou say was your name? rather than the less formal_ but

more like1y ï¡fhat did you say your name was?; probably the

voice of the author; a narrative intrusion.

(81) Nettled in turn to preciseness I answered, t,Í

havenrt yet. Itrs Thomas Dj_ckson and my fatherrs David

Dickson, eight miles north of here. He wants a man to
stook and was too busy to come himself.rr* CULTITRAL CODE:

the patriarchy; who is he? he is the son of David Dickson

(identity is a function of paternity) * CONNOTATIVE

CODE: Tom considers himself to be the son of an important

and prosperous man (i. the father wants to hire a man;
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society
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which time is money, the father is
town himself).

(82') He nodded, unimpressed, * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Jenkins

is meant to be impressed by a man who is too busy to come

to town to hire a stookerr. an index to Tomrs own

character (he is naive enough to think that the

shopkeeper witl consj-der his father important) and to
that of Jenkins (Jenkins is too wortdty to be impressed

by such a man and too rude to pret.end for the sake of the

manrs son).

(83) and then putting out his hand said, rrWherers your

list? Your mother gave you one, I hope?rr * SYMBOLIC

CODE and CONNOTATIVE CODE: vour mother gave you one, I
hope?; the comment of Jenkins characterizes Tom as both a

man and not a man; to the store-keeper, Tom ís just a

boy; Jenkins wants to deal with the motherrs proxy (the

list) rather than the child; on the other hand, Tom is a

man-chil-d who--by virtue of his sex--does not belong to
the class of people who market (ie. women).

(84) T said she had and he glowered again. rrThen letrs
have it and come back in half an hour. $Thether you r¡rere

there or not, Itfl going to count your eggs. * CULTITRAL

CODE and CONNOTATIVE CODE: a man of the town and a man of



experience (ie. he has learned to mistrust), Jenkins

cannot take the word of a earnest farm-boy.

(85) How do f know that half of them arenrt smashed?rl

* CONNOTATIVE CODE and SYMBOLIC CODE: Tom is still

perceived, by Jenkins, as irresponsible--he is a boy.

(86) rrThatrs right,rr agreed the young man, sauntering to
the door and looking at Rock. rrTheyrve likely been

bouncing along at a merry clip. youtre quite sure,

Buddy, that you didnrt have a runaway?fr :k CONNOTATIVE

CODE: the contrast between the light banter of the young

man in yellow shoes and the earnest insistence of Tom

provides an index to the nature of both characters
* SEMIOTIC CODE: a runar¡/ay; the literary device of
foreshadowing.

(87) Ignoring the impertinence I staved off Jenkins.
rrThe list, you see, has to be exptained. Itd rather wait
and tell you about it later on. rr * SEMIOTIC CODE: Tom

staves off (averts, wards off, defers) Jenkins--the

martial metaphor; as if Jenkins hras ctosing on Tom

* CULTURAL CODE: The list .... has to be explained; with
the difference between town and farm val-ues, Jenkins wilt
not understand the order.
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(88) He teetered a moment on his heels and toes, then

tried again. rrl can read too. I make up orders every

day. Just go ar¡/ay for a while - look for your man -
anything. tt * CONNOTATIVE coDE: Tom is treated as an

annoying chil-d; Jenkins is coded as one who does not

suffer annoying chil-dren well.

(89) rrlt wouldnrt dor" I persisted. [The way this oners

written isnrt what it really means. Yourd need me to

explain -rl

He teetered rapidly. rrshow me just one thing I donrt

know what it means. rf

rrOrangesrrr I said, rrbut thatrs only oranges if eggs

are twenty-nine cents or more - and bigger oranges if

theyrre thirty-one. You see, yourd never understand -rl
* CULTURAL CODE: the conflict between rural and urban (or

relatively urban) values; the barter system.

(9o) So I had my r¡ray and explained it all right then and

there. lrihat with eggs at twenty-nine and a half cents a

dozen and my mother out a little in her calculations, it

!ì/as somewhat confusing for a while; but after arguing a

lot and pulling av/ay the paper from each other that they

r^rere figuring on, the young man and Mr. Jenkins finally

had it all worked out, with mustard and soap onitted

altogether, and an extra hal-f-dozen oranges thrown in.
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* SEMIOTIC CODE: r^¡hat r¡rith ecrgs ....; the speaking vo]-ce

delivering the narrative; a

rrrealisticrr narrator; one i
story is being told.

realist ruse, evoking a

s meant to believe that the

(91) rrVitaminsr rr the young man overruled me, rrthey make

you gror¡rrr :t CULTTRAL CODE: the young man, sophisticated
as he is, is schooled in the sciences.

(92) and then with a nod towards an open biscuit box

invited me to help myself.

I took a smalI one, and started up Rock again. It was

nearly one orclock nor^r, so in anticipation of his noonday

quart of oats he trotted off, a litt1e more briskly, for
the farrnerrs hitching-rait beside the lumber-yard. This

was the quiet end of town. The air drowsed redolent of
pine and tamarack, and resin simmering slowly in the sun.

* SYMBOLIC CODE and CONNOTATIVE CODE: with a nod towards

an open biscuit box; Tom is seen as a child and.,

accordingly, offered cookies; he takes the biscuit--he is
after all still a boy--but as befitting a man-child on a
quest for maturity, he accepts only a small one

* CULTURAL CODE: the farmer's hitching post is in the

quiet end of town, where the air drowses and things
simmer slowly; the passage serves to characterize the
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farrner (this is what farm people are like) and the town

(this is the way townspeople see farmers).

(93) f poured out the oats and waited titl he had

finished. After the way the town had treated me

:k CONNOTATIVE CODE: the fragile subjectivity of a child
(the town had not so much treated Tom badly, as not

treated hin at all); in town, he simply did not matter.

(94) it was comforting and peaceful to stand with rny

fingers in his mane, hearing him munch. It brought me a

sense of place again in life. It made me feel- almost as

important as before. But when he finished and there was

my own dinner to be thought about 'k CULTURAL CODE: a

sense of place acraj-n in life; at the farmerrs hitching
rail, Tom recovers his sense of self; the hitching-raiÌ
provides the farm-boy with a surrogate farm * SYMBOLIC

CODE: the rite of passage is overwhelrning Tom.

(95) I found rnyself more of an alien in the town than

ever, and felt the way to the littl_e Chinese restaurant
doubly hard. For Rock was older than I. Older and

wiser, with a better understanding of important things.
¡h SYMBOLIC CODE and HERMENEUTIC CODE: what is Rock's

superior understandíng of important things? it is
something one acquires with age (an indirect reference to
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the passage rite); that understanding includes taking
Main Streets in onefs stride; however, a complete

understanding of important things awaits discovery ín the
following lexie.

(96) His philosophy incl-uded the relishing of oats even

within a stoners throw of sophisticated Main Street.
Mine was less mature. * HERMENEUTTC coDE: the completion

of the riddle; the retishínq of oats wittrin a stoners

throw of sophisticated Main street; in the course of his
spiritual journey, Tom must come to understand a proper

sense of values (ie. that some things--like good oats--
are more important than others--like sophístication--
because they are substantial-; they have ínherent worth;
they are irnportant because one I s ohrn system of values

declares them so) * sEMroTIc coDE and SYMBoLIC coDE:

mature; another reference to the process of emotional

growth (the rite of passage).

(97) I went, hov,rever, but I didnrt have dinner. perhaps

it was rny stornach, all puckered and tense with
nervousness. Perhaps it was the restaurant itself, the
pyramids of oranges rb CULTURAL CODE: pyramids of
oranges; the story is set in a time when oranges are a

treat for boys; they are stacked in exotic pyramids; the
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restaurant too is a place of mystery and adventure (it
renders Tom nervous).

(98) in the window and the dark green rubber plant with
the tropical-Iooking leaves, * CULTURAL CODE: dark green

rubber plant with tropical l-ookinq leaves; the details
serve to establish the restaurant as a foreign and

unusual establishment (at least, to a farm boy).

(99) the indolent little Chinaman behind the counter and

the dusky srnell of last nightts cigarettes that to my

prairie nostrils was the orient itself, * CULTURAL CODE:

on the prairÍes, a restaurant is usually operated by a

Chinese immigrant; indolent little Chinaman; the cultural
bias--the representative group of Chinese in this story
(one man) are lazy; does Tom describe him as Lazy because

he is Chinese? * HERMENEUTIC CODE: the duskv smett of
Iast nightts cigarettes that to my prairie nostrils was

the orient itself; Tomrs father and the cornet player

both smoke but only the indolent little Chinamanrs

cigarettes suggest the orient; are these different
cigarettes (the rumoured opium-laced reefers of all
Orientals) or does Tom sirnply assign exotic-ness to every

aspect of the restaurantuer?
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(i-OO) the exotic atmosphere about it aII with which a

meal of meat and vegetabres and pie would have somehow

simply jarred. I clirnbed onto a stool_ and ordered an

ice-cream soda. * coNNorATrvE coDE: crirnbed onto a stool;
fixes the size, if not the â9ê, of the narrator--he has

to climb onto stools; he is not yet fully grohrn; ordered

an ice-cream soda; instead of a regular meal (meat and

vegetables, a mants plate), Tom selects an ice-cream

treat (the child's plate).

(l-01) À few stools ai^/ay there was a young man sittÍng.
rb HERMENEUTfC CODE: who is this young rnan?

(l-02) f kept watching him and wondering. rr HERMENEUTIC

CODE: why is Tom watchíng him and wondering? what about

him justifies wonder? is he exotic like the Chinaman?

(1-03) He was well-dressed, with a nonchalance about his
clothes that distinguished him from anyone I had ever

seen, * CULTURÀL CODE: well-dressed; not a farmer
* CONNOTATIVE CODE: a nonchalance about his clothes; the
clothing code; unlike Tom--unl-ike the others of Tornrs

culture--this indívidual assigns little importance to
cultural uniforms.
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(l-04) and yet at the same time it was a shabby suit, with
shiny elbows and threadbare cuffs. His hands v/ere

slender, alrnost a girlrs hands, * CULTITRAL CODE: the
clothing code; he r¡/ears a suit--signifying foreiçJn-ness,

special-ness--but, it is a shabby suit--signifying
ordinariness * coNNorATrvE coDE: armost a girlrs hands;

a man is defined by his rough powerful hands; this man

has srender hands ¡t HERMENEUTTC coDE: this man is both a

man and not a manr. how is Tom to interpret hin? is he a

failed man?

(l-05) yet vaguely with their shapely quietness they
troubled me, because, however slender and smooth, they
rüere yet hands to be reckoned with, strong with a

strength that was different from the rugged

labour-strength r knew. * syMBoI,rc coDE: they troubl-ed

me; hands are an index to character; these hands troubre
Tom; they argue against the accuracy of the existing
culturar codes * coNNorATrvE coDE: however slender and

smooth, they were yet hands to be reckoned with; these

are hands that signify strength in srender shaperiness, a

concept which is not yet available to Torn.

(l-06) He smoked a cigarette, and bl-ew rings towards the
window.
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Different from the farmer boys f knew, yet different
arso from the young man with the yelrow shoes in Jenkinsl
store. * CULTITRAL CODE: like the Chinaman, and unlike
Tomrs father, this individuat smokes cigarettes in
public; Tom identifies the unabashed use of tobacco with
a foreign cul-ture (foreign, ât least, to the farn)
* CONNOTATIVE CODE: blew ringsr- not onl_y does this young

man smoke cigarettes in public, but he arso does tricks
with the exhaust - öifferent from the farrner bovs

different atso from the young man with yellow shoes; he

is not of the farm and not of the town; he is not
understandable * coNNorATrvE coDE: like the young man in
the yellow shoes, he faces the window, a posture usuarly
reserved--in Rossrs stories--for women; the connotative
code must be al-tered to allow for the difference between

town and farm codings.

(Lo7) staring out at it through the restaurant window he

was as far away from Main street as T¡ras r with plodding

ol-d Rock and my squeaky corduroys. :k SYMBOLIC CODE: a

symbolic sympathy; the two are united by difference,
joined by their mutual distance from social propriety;
Tom begins a second passag'e riter'even as the first, rite
requires that. he be immersed in his culture, the second

demands that he emerge frorn that immersion.
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(1-08) f presumed for a minute or two an imaginary

companionship. * SYMBOLIC CODE: Tom recog,nizes his
attraction to the stranger * coNNorATrvE coDE: presuming

a friendship--the imagínative capacity of the child.

(109) I finished my soda, and to be with him a Iittle
longer ordered lemonade. rt was strangely important to
be with

him, to prolong a while this companionship. * SYMBOLIC

CODE: strangel-y important to be with himr. this is the
beginning of Tonrs homoerotic infatuatíon; that
infatuation shourd be understood, not as a devj-ation from

normal- sexuar behaviour, but as a natural exproration of
different types of manhood; it, is an aspect of Tomrs

spiritual journey in search of his adult self.

(Ll-0) r hadn't the slightest hope of his noticing me, nor

the srightest intention of obtruding myself. * syMBoÏ,rc

CODE: hadnrt the slightest hope of his noticing rne; the
homoerotic; the language suggests a teen-age crush--he

worships from afar; significantly, Tom assigns himself
the subordinate rol-e (ie. the femini-ne position but al_so

the role of the novice); he awaits, but does not expect,

recognition.
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(11-l-) I just wanted to be there, to be assured by

something I had never encountered before, to store it up

for the three hours home with old Rock. * syMBoI,rc coDE:

to be assured bv something f had never encountered

before; an aspect of the second passage rite; the

apprehension of a different value system.

(1]-2) Then a big, unshaven man came in, * CONNOTATIVE

CODE: a biçr, unshaven manr. a connotative code--this man

is a labourer.

(l-13) and slouching onto the stool beside me said, ilThey

telI me across the street yourre looking for a coupre of
hands. * CULTURAL CODE: identification of man with
l-abour; man reduced to his profitable appendages--his

hands * CONNOTATfVE CODE: he is a man who slouches onto

stools.

(l-14) hlhatrs your o1d man pay this year?il * CULTURAL

CODE: in the townrs economic scheme, the value of work is
not constant but rerative to the demands of the market;

work is not an ethic but a commodity * CONNOTATIVE CODE:

Vühatrs your o1d man; the manner of speech is an index to
character, establishing the cl-ass of the stooker.
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(1i-5) t'My father,tr I corrected him, rrdoesnrt want a

coupre of men. He just v¡ants one. r * coNNorATrvE coDE:

rrMy father,rr r corrected him; Tom uses ranguage to effect
a class distinction between himserf and the stooker;
despite the fact that he is only a child (and therefore
subordinate to the other by virtue of age), he corrects
the stooker, assuming a dominant role in the
relationship; he is the son of a landowner and entitled
to condescend to l-abourers * CULTIRAL coDE: the relative
values of the town versus the absol-ute varues of the
farrn--Tom asks Jenkins for one man but gets two; on the
farm, one equals one--in town one can equal two CULTURAL

coDE: unlike Jenkins, Tomrs father has earned the respect
of a titre (ie. father vs ord man); the absolute val_ues

of the farm (a man is a man) are proving inadequate in
town (ie. the category of man is not sufficiently
specific) .

(l-1-6) ttf rve got a palril he insisted, rrand we always go

together." * sEMrorrc coDE: arwaysr. reference beyond the
frame--the realistrs ruse--as if these characters exist
outside this semiotic system.

(LL7) r didn't like him. * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom, the
man-chiId, is looking for a friend rather than a farm-
hand * sYMBoLrc coDE: the simple decrarative sentence
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carries enormous emotional weight--Tom does tike philip
(the stranger) but not the rough man; he is selecting a

lover/spiritual guide; he is exploring manhood and

rejecting brute power.

(118) I couldntt help rnaking contrasts with the cool,
trim quietness of the young man sitting farther aÌong.
rrWhat do you say?rr he said as I sat silent, thrusting
his stubby chin out almost over my lemonade. r!üerre

ready anytime.rr :k SYMBOLIC CODE: couldnrt help making

contrasts; the clash between the connotative codes that
Tom understands (ie. the labourer is a labourer) and

those he does not (he does not what the quiet young man

signifies) * sYMBoLrc coDE and coNNorATrvE coDE: litrhat do

vou say?; the stooker acknowredges Tom as one who has the
right to hire men; in effect, he is conferring, upon Tom,

the status of man.

(119) rrJtrs just one man my father !r/ants,rr f said
aloofry, drinking off ny l-emonade with a flourish to ret
him see r rneant it. rrAnd if youtll excuse me nov¡ - rrve
got to look for somebody else.il * CONNOTATIVE CODE:

aloofl-y; according to the conventions of the class

system, Tom is permitted to be al_oof with labourers; And

if vourll excuse me now; again, Tom uses language to
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distinguish between his own station and that of the
stookers.

(l-20) rrwhat about this?rr he intercepted me, and doubling
up his arm displayed a hump of muscle that made ne, if
not more inclined to him, at least a little more

deferential-. rrMy palrs got plenty, too. Werll set up

two stooks any day for anybody ersers one.rr * cuLTuRAL

coDE: a littre more deferential-; Tom is a boy; therefore
he ought to defer to a man :h CONNOTATfVE CODE: what

about this?; the stooker is a man; he meets the criteria
of the category rrmanrr; he is defi-ned by his strength.

(azL) rrNot both,rr I edged away from hirn. rJrm sorry -
you just wouldnrt do.r' * SYMBOLIC CODE: f edged away

from him; the quest for manhoodr' Tom confronts danger

(actually, edges av/ay from danger but, at reast, remained

in the room with it) to dernonstrate his bravery
* CONNOTATIVE CODE: you just wouldn't do; the
fundamentalism of a chil-d (especially that of an

unsophisticated farm boy, who is confused by decimals and

by half cents) insists that two stookers--though they
night work twice as fast as one--is one more than Tom is
meant to get; his task is to hire a man.
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(L22) He shook his head contemptuously. ilSome farmer -
just one man to stook. rl

ttMy fatherrs a good farmerrr I answered stoutly,
rallying to the family honour * CULTIJRAL coDE: ratrying;
the martial metaphorr' the familv honour; merit is related
to wealth--a good man is a prosperous man.

(L23) ress for its own sake than for what the young man

on the other stool- might think of us. ilAnd he doesn|t
need just one man to stook. Hers got three already.
Thatrs plenty other years, but this year the croprs so

big he needs another. So therelt * CONNOTATIVE CODE:

this year the cropts so big,. a childf s boasting; So

there!; a childrs utterance :r SYMBOLIC CODE: Tom,

despite the unfortunate probity of his nature, resorts to
a lie to impress the young man.

(L24) rrl can just see the placeril he said, slouching to
his feet and starting towards the door. ,An acre or two

of potatoes and a coupre of dozen hens.rf * CULTURAL coDE:

the insul-t provides insight to the varues of the curture;
the stooker sneers at <a>n acre or two of potatoes and a

couple dozen hens, knorlring that a mants merit is
proportional to his net worth (unwittingly, the stooker
also diminishes himself ; he is l-andress, without even an

acre or two of potatoes) * CONNOTATfVE CODE: slouchinq
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to his feet; this is the sort of man who slouches onto a

stoor (rexie 113) and back to his feet; sÌouching is an

index to character and crass--a better crass of man would

hold himself erect.

(L25) r grared after him a minute, then crimbed back onto

the stool and ordered another soda. The young man hras

watching me now in the big mirror behind the counter, and

when I glanced up and rnet his eyes he gave a slow,

hal-f-smiling little nod of approval. And out of all
proportion to anything it could mean, his nod encouraged

me. * PROAfRETIC CODE and SyMBOLfC CODE: Tom, with a

boyrs stature, must clirnb back onto a stool
?t coNNorATrvE coDE and syMBolrc coDE: ordered another

soda; orders another treat (an ice cream soda, a chirdrs
choice) rather than meat and potatoes (a rnan-Iy meal)

* sYMBoLrc coDE: The youngr man was watching me now in the
big mirror, I glanced up and met his eyes; the
homoerotic--their eyes meet * HERMENEUTTC coDE and

sYMBoLrc coDE: out of all proportj-on to anvthing Ít could

meanr' the homoerotic; Tom is encouraged by sma1l

attentionsr' a teenage infatuation.

(L26) r didn't flinch or fidget as r wourd have done had

it been the young man with the yerlow shoes watching Rê,

and f didnrt stammer over the confession that his
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amusement and appraisal somehow forced from me. rWe

havenrt three men - just my father - but rrm to take one

home today. The wheatrs ripening fast this year and

shellingr so he can't do it all himself .rr * pRoArRETrc

CODE and HERMENEUTIC CODE: I didn't flinch or fidget,
didnrt stammer over the confession; a record of actions
not taken suggests the significance of their absence; Tom

is a self-conscious farm boy but he does not flinch; how

is the gaze of the stranger different from that of the
townspeopte? why does it force a confession from Tom?

* SYMBOLIC CODE: appraisal; the stranger is appraising
(judging, valuing or fixing the price for) Tom, as a

young man might appraise a young vroman.

(L27) He nodded again and then after a minute asked

quietly, rrWhat about me? Would I do?rl

f turned on the stool and stared at him.
rrl need a job, and if itts any recommendation therers

only one of me.rr * CONNOTATIVE CODE: if itrs any

recommendationi the diction ascrÍbed to the stranger
declares his social class and lever of education--he was

not born a labourer.

(f-28) rrYou donrt understandril I started to explain,
afraid to believe that perhaps he really did. rltrs to
stook. You have to be in the field by seven orclock and
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therers only a bunkhouse to sleep in - a granary with a

bed in it -rr * CULTURAL coDE: this rnan is not rike other
menr' therefore, whatever he is, he cannot be a farm-hand;

he must not understand.

(1-29) ilI know - thatts about what I expect.il He drummed

his fingers a minute, then twisted his lips into a kind
of half-hearted smile and went on, * CULTURAL CODE:

thatrs about what r expect; these are normar conditions
for farm hands - r know; he represents himserf as one who

is of, or familiar with, the culture--he knows what to
expect ¡t CONNOTATIVE CODE: he is the sort of man who

rrdrumsrr his fingers; the hands are always an index to
character in the stories of this colrection :k HERMENEUTTC

CODE: what sort of man drums his fingers rather than

rnaking fists of them?

(1-30) "They tell me a little toughening up is what I
need. Outdoors, and plenty of good hard work - so I'I1
be like the fellow that just went out. r :r HERMENEUTIC

CODE: who are rrtheyrr" - why does he need toughening?

whatts wrong with hin? * CULTURAL coDE: he witr be cured

by hard work and fresh air; does he suffer from

consumption, a conmon disease of the time? * coNNorATrvE

CODE: so frll be like; he will never be 1ike the others,
who have been made tough by their l_ives.
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(13f-) The wrong hands: white slender fingers, f knew

theyrd never do * CONNOTÀTIVE CODE: white slender

fingers; he is not a regular man.

(1,32') - but catching the twisted srnile again I pushed

away my soda and said quickly, ilThen werd better start
right away. ftrs three hours home, and Irve still some

places to go. But you can get in the buggy notìr, and

we'rr drive around together.rr )r pRoArRETrc coDE: Then; a

signal that Tom has come to a decision * syMBol,rc coDE:

catching the twisted smile aqain; the homoerotic; Torn is
undone by a smile; pushed awav my sodar- the soda--

symbolic of youthrs continuing claim on Tom

is rejected in favour of the stranger; Tom witr forlow
the stranger into manhoodr' wetll drive around together;
a ritual of courtship--riding together in the buggy.

(f-33) We did. I wanted it that way, the two of us, to
settre scores with Main street. r wanted to capture some

of old Rockts disdain and unconcerni I wanted to know

what it felt like to take young men with yellow shoes in
my stride, to be preoccupied, to forget them the moment

that we separated. * SEMIOTIC CODE: to settle scores;

the martial metaphor--life is a conflict :k coNNorATrvE

CODE and SYMBOLIC CODE: I wanted it that way; Tom is
still self-conscious; it is not enough that he capture
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Rockfs unconcern--he must be seen to exhibit disdain;
others must know that he does not care for their opinion
* CULTIIRAL coDE: Tom has acquired something of worth (the

stranger); it must be publicly acknowledged if he is to
exploit its fuII value * SYMBOLIC CODE: the two of usr. a
ritual of courtship; the public declaration of mutual

interest.

(l-34) And T did. rrMy namers philip,rf the stranger said
as v¡e drove from Jenkinrs to the drugstore. ttphilip

Coleman - usually just Phil,rr * CULTURAL CODE and

CONNOTATfVE CODE: in Rossrs fiction, philip is the name

of a man who is not l-ike a man¡ phiTip connotes, in this
story and in As For Me and My House, a nan who is soft
and cultured (ie. not a farm-hand).

(i-35) and companj-onably f responded, ilMiners Tommy

Dickson. For the last year, though, hy father says I rm

getting big and should be called just Tom. r * CULTURAL

CODE: the narning code; gro\¡rn men are honoured with a

manrs name; Tom is a manrs name--Tommy is not
* CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom is approaching manhood.

(l-36) That was what mattered nov/, the two of us there,
and not the town at all. rrDo you drive yourserf arr the

tirne?rr he asked, and noncharant and off-hand r answered.,
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rrYou donrt really have to drive old Rock. He just çfoes,

anyv/ay. * SYI'{BOLIC CODE: That was what mattered noü/, the
two of us there, and not the town at all; Tom withdraws

into homoerotic uníon, closing the circte of lovers
against the infruence of others * coNNorATrvE coDE: the
nonchalance of Tomrs reply is an index to his
relationship with Philip--he is at home with the stranger
(as he was not with corduroyr or with the young man with
yellow shoes, or with Jenkins t ot with the stooker)

CONNOTATfVE CODE: He just qoes, an]n¡ay; the remark

defines Rock.

(L37) I¡lait tilI you see rny chestnut three-year-oId.
Clipper f call him. Tonight after supper if you like you

can take hirn for a ri-de. rr :k CULTURAL CODE: Clipper; the
naming code; this is a horse with spirit * SyMBoLIc

CODE: Clipper is the great passion of Tomrs lifei he

wants to share that pleasure with philip.

(l-38) But since herd never learned to ride at a1I he

thought Rock woul-d do better for a start, * CONNOTATIVE

CODE: herd never learned to ride at alt; in Tomrs world,

the horse is still the prirnary vehicl-e of locomotion;

Philip is not of Tomrs world; he thought Rock woul_d do

better; extrapolating from the connotative codes

surrounding Rock, one is directed to the index to
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Philipts character--what sort of man woul-d prefer a

rrRockrr to a rrClipperttT

(1-39) and then we drove back to the restaurant for Ìris
cornet and val-ise.

ilIs it something to play?ttI asked as vre cleared the
town. rrsomething like a bugle?rr * CULTITRAL CODE:

cornet; as distinct as the violin is frorn the fiddle, so

is the cornet from the bugle; the cornet does not belong

to the class of traditional prairie j_nstruments (eg.

piano, fiddle, bugIe, banjo--instruments whích can be

played alone and which require litt1e arrangement or
orchestratíon) but to a class of class of exotic
instruments (ie. instruments which are played together
and which demand complex systems of organization).

(1-40) He pícked up the brack reather case from the froor
of the buggy and held it on his knee. rfsomething like
that. Once f played a bugle too. A cornetrs better
though.fr * CULÎURAL CODE: A cornet's better though; the
sophistication of the stranger, making fine distinctions
between simil-ar things; on the farm, the bugle and the

cornet would belong to the same class (shiny musical

instruments into which one blows to produce a sharp

sound); that class is too general to be useful_ to a

musician.
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(l-41-) rrAnd you mean you can play the cornet?rl

He nodded. ttf play in a band. At least I did play in
a band. Perhaps if I get along all right with the
stooking r will again some time., * coNNorATrvE coDE:

you can play the cornet?; because Tom has never seen a
cornet, it fatrs into the crass of exotic thingsr. because

Philip can play the cornet, he participates in its
exotic-ness * CULTURAL coDE: r prav in a band; philip
pTays for a living; in Tomrs wor1d, men work

* HERMENEUTTC coDE: At teast, r did pray; the emphasis on

the past tense begs for an exptanation.

(L42) rt was later that r pondered this, how stooking for
my father courd have anything to do with going back to
play in a band. * HERMENEUTTC coDE: how are the stooking
and the return to the band connected?

(l-43) At the moment I confided, "Irve never heard a

cornet - never even seen one. f suppose you still play
it, sometimes I mean at night, when yourve finished
stooking. tt * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Tom has never seen a
cornet * SEMIOTIC CODE: r¡ou sti1l nlav it sometimes r
rnean at night; the literary device of foreshadowing

anticipates a future action :r syMBoI,rc coDE: the titre
--cornet at night--hides in the text.
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(L44) rnstead of answering directly he said, rThat means

yourve never heard a band either., There was surprise in
his voice, almost incredulity, but it was kindly.
somehow r didn't feer asharned because r had rived arr my

eleven years on a prairie farm, and knew nothing more

than Miss Vtiggins and rny Aunt Louisers gramophone.

* CULTUR.A,L CODE: That means vourve never heard a band

either, knew nothing more than Miss I.Iiggins and mv Aunt

Louíse's grramophone; Tom and philip discover their
curtural differences in the catalogue of experiences not
shared; each assumes that stereotypÍcal knowledge is
universal rather than cultural.

(l-45) He went on, rrI v/as younger than you are now when I
started playing ín a band. Then r was with an orchestra
a while - then with the band again. It's aII Ïrve done

ever since. rl

rt made me feer lonery for a whire, isorated from the
things in life that mattered, * SYMBOLIC CODE: I was

vounger than you are non when r started playing in a band

.... Itrs all Irve done ever since; philip has not

completed the ritual passage (a culturally specific
ritual) which presently engages Tomr- he has onty played

(a childts occupation), never worked and, according to
the traditions of Tomrs culture, is not yet a man
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* PROAfRETIC CODE: It made me feel lonelv isolatc,rl

from the things in life that mattered; Tom is presented

with a cultural crisis, one which challenges his system

of values.

(746) but., brightening presently, f asked, rDo you know a

piece called Sons of Líberty? Four flats in four-four
time?"

He thought hard a minute, and then shook his head.
rrlrm afraid I donrt - not by name anlrh¡ay. Could you

whistre a bit of it?tt * CULTURAL coDE: Tom is looking for
common cul-tura1 ground; if they share knowledge (ie.
independently know a conrmon thing) they are more alike.

(L47) f whistled two pages, * CULTURAL CODE: in Tomrs

experience, music resides on a sheet; Miss Wiggins and

Tomrs mother expect a competent musician (who mây, or may

not, be a good musician) to make music sound like it
reads; good music is faithful to the page; it derives its
authority from the page.

(l-48) but still he shook his head. rA nice tune,

thoughrrr he conceded. rrWhere did you learn it?n
rrI havenrt yetrrt I explaíned. rrNot properly, I mean.

Itrs been my lesson for the last two weeks, but I canft
keep up to it.rr ¡t CULTURAL CODE: not properly, I canrt



keep up to it; the authority of the page; though he can

whistle the tune, he has not learned it; until he is able

to exercise control over it, the tune is not mastered.

(L49) He seemed interestêdrtt * SEMfOTIC CODE: seemed;

the narrator, by real-ist convention, is a reporter who

does not speak with authority on another characterrs
inner experience.

(1-50) so r went on and told him about ny ressons and Miss

Wiggins, and how later on they T¡rere going to buy me a

metronome so that when r prayed a piece r wourdnrt arways

be running avray with it, rfEspecially a march. It. keeps

pulling you along the way it really ought to go until
yourre all mixed up and have to start at the beginning

again. f know Itd do better if I didnrt feel that wây,

and could keep slow and steady like Miss Í{iggins. tt

* SYMBOLIC CODE and CULTURAL CODE: a metronome, keep sl-ow

and steady; the religious and the economic codes; the

values of the Tomrs culture--reigning in oners passions,

practising restraint, allowing the metronome to assign

the beat and marching in step.

(l-51-) But he said quickly, ttNo, thatrs the right way to
feel - yourve just got to learn to harness it. ¡r CULTURAL

CODE: Philip, unlike Miss Ï,Iiggins, understands music to
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be a thing felt; in philipts curture, music (an index to
High Culture) and l_ife are integrated.

(L52) ftrs like old Rock here and Clipper. The way you

are, yourre Clipper. But if you hrerenf t that wêy, yourd
just be Rock. You see? :r cuLTuRAL coDE: philip speaks

to Tom in the language of his ohrn experience; the farm

analogy is a way of communicating across the curturar
divide that separates the two characters.

(f-53) Rockrs easier to handle than Clipper, but at his
best hers a sleepy ord plow-horse. cripperrs harder to
handre - he may even cost you some tumbles. But finally
get hin broken in and yourve got a horse that amounts to
somethíng. * sYMBoLrc coDE: the crash of cul-tural-

values; Tomts culture esteems the reliable and the
predictable (the harvest, however 1ean) over the
uncertain and the transitory (cripper); God and climate
argue against risk.

(154) You wouldn't trade hj-rn for a dozen like Rock.r *
coNNorATrvE coDE: though not of the farm, and unschoored

in farm values, philip understands the worth of a

pleasure horse; he is an adurt but he seems equipped with
imaginative capacity (rike a chird) to empathize with
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Tom; he does not belong to the group men or to the group

adult

(1-55) It was a good enougrh illustration, * SYMBOLIC

CODE: the analogy closes the cultural gap; the two are

creating curtural- codes, inventing a manner of discourse.

(l-56) but it sl-andered Rock. And he was 1istening. I
know - because even though l-ike me he had never heard

cornet before, he had experience enough to accept it
least with tact and manners. ìr CULTURAL CODE and

sYMBoLrc coDE: Rock continues to serve as a role moder

for Tom; he is not threatened (though he v¡irr rater be

surprised) by new experience.

(l-57) For we hadnrt gone much farther when philip,

noticing the way r kept watching the case that was stil_l
on his knee, undid that clasps and took the cornet out.
* PROAIRETIC CODE: the action builds suspense and

introduces the cornet.

(l-58) ft was a very love1y cornet, shapely and eloquent,
gleaming in the August sun like pure and mellow go1d.

* CULTURAL coDE: the religious code; Tom abandons the god

of his fathers for a fal-se idol.

a

ta
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(159) I couldnrt restrain myself. I said ilplay it - play
it now - just a little but to let me hear. il And in
response, smiJ-ing at my earnestness, he raised it to his
Iips.

But there $/as only one note - onry one fragrment of a

note :t PROAIRETfC CODE: the precipitating action--the
introduction of the foreign cornet to the rural scene

* sYMBoLrc coDE and CULTURAL coDE: r courdn't restrain
mvself . . . . Pl-ay it - play it now; the 1anguage is
sexually charged, suggesting unbridled passion; Tomrs

culture preaches that restraint is a virtue and passion a

vice ¡t HERMENEUTIC CODE: why is there a rbutr? why is
there only one note? how will_ Tomrs transgressi_on be

punished?

(i-60) - and then ar¡¡ay went Rock. * HERMENEUTIC CODE:

the answer to the riddre--there is only one note because

the horse is spooked * pRoArRETrc coDE: Rock runs amok.

(l-61-) I'd never have bel_ieved he had it in hin. With a
snort and prunge he was off the road and into the ditch -
then out of the ditch again and off at a breakneck gaIlop
across the prairie. There vrere stones and badger holes,
and he spared us none of thern. * CULTURAL CODE: f rd

never have believed he had it ín him, with a snort and a
plunse, a breakneck gallop; language which ís usually
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asked to describe cripper nor¡r opens itserf to Rock; Rock

struggles beneath the burden of the symbol he is asked to
carry (the symbol of the agrarian, the farm), protesting
against its linitations; the inadequacy of the simple

systern of oppositions and the failure of symbolic

J-anguage.

(1,62') The egg crates full of groceries bounced out, then

the tobacco, then my motherrs face powder. ,!r7hoa, Rocklrl

I cried, rrlrlhoa, Rocklrr but in the rattle and whír of
wheers r donrt suppose he even heard. * CULTLRAL coDE

and sYMBoLrc coDE: the eqgr crates furl of groceries; the
economic code; the barter system--eggs have been traded
for/turned into groceries * CULTURAL coDE: the religious
code: the wages of sin is disaster; Tomrs family is
punished for its failings (Torn for worshipping an idor--
the cornet--and his parents for their indulgence in
guilty pleasures) * SEMIOTIC CODE: I donrt suppose; the
realist convention of pretending ignorance.

(i-63) Philip coul-dntt help much because he had his cornet
to hang on to. * cuLTuRÀ,L coDE and syMBolrc coDE: philip

couldnrt help; rather than lose his cornet, phirip arrows

a small boy to struggle with a powerful horse; he fails
his ritual test (he is not a man) * CONNOTATIVE CODE:

the characters make culturally appropriate choices.
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(L64) I tried to tug on the reins, but at such a rate
across the prairie it took me arr ny time to keep from

following the groceries. He was a big horse, Rock, and

once under way had to run himsel-f out. * coNNorATrvE

coDE and sYMBoLrc coDE: Tom cannot control the horse;
this is a ritual- test of strength and skirl in which he

must overcome the runaway horse to succeed in his quest

for maturity.

(1-65) Or he may have thought that if he gave us a
thorough shaking-up vre would be too subdued when it was

over to feel like taking him seriously to task.
* SEMIOTIC CODE: he rnay have thought; the realist
convention--a narrative pose of ignorance * coNNorATrvE

coDE: Tom imagines that the horse is capabre of reason

(it is characteristic of Rossrs child-narrators that they
assign thoughts to horses).

(l-66) Anyway, that was how it worked out. Arr r dared to
do was run round to pat his sweaty neck and say, nGood.

Rock, gtood Rock - nobodyts going to hurt you.rl

¡t SEMIOTfC CODE: Anlrti/ay; the speech patterns of
conversation; affecting the spoken voice * SYMBOLIC

CODE: AII I dared do; evoking the danger of the ritual
test.
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(767) Besides there ü¡ere the groceries to think about,

and my motherrs box of face powder. And his pride and

reputatíon at stake, Rock had made it a runaway worthy of
the horse he really v/as. * sEMrorrc coDE: a runahray;

recarring the remarks of the young man in yerlow shoes;

closing the action initiated by the foreshadowing in
lexie (86).

(l-68) vte found the powder smashed open and one of the
egg-crates cracked. severar of the oranges had rol_red

down a badger hole, and couldnrt be recovered. we spent
nearly ten minutes sifting raisins through our fingers,
and stil1 they fel-t a little gritty. rThere were extra
orangesrrr I tried to encourage philip, rand Irve seen my

mother wash her raisins.rr He rooked at me dubiousry, and

for a few minutes longer worked ahray trying to mend the
egg-crate. * CULTURAL coDE: the inevitable consequence of
bad judgement is disasterr' the syrnbor of art (the cornet)
clashes with the symbol of the agrarian (Rock, the
plodding dray horse) and the groceries and l-uxuries (an

index to profit, the economic code) are the forfeit.

(l-69) We were sil-ent for the rest of the way home. lVe

thought a great deal- about each other, but asked no

questions. * PROATRETTC coDE: the diagetic comment--we
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were sirent for the rest of the wav home--carries the two

characters back to the farm.

(170) Even though Ít was safely avray in its case again r
could still feel the cornetrs presence as if it were a
living thing. * coNNorATrvE coDE and syMBolrc coDE:

safely awav; Tom is afraid of the cornett it chalrenges
his way of rife; it challenges his understanding of the
worId.

(l-7f-) Somehow its gold and shapeliness persisted,
transfiguring the day, quickening the dusty harvest
fields to a gream and lustre like its own. And r felt
assured, involved. suddenty there vras a force in Iife, a

current, âD inevitability, carrying me along too. The

questions they r¡¡ould ask when I reached home - the
difficulties in rnaking thern understand that faithfur ord
Rock had really run away - none of it now seemed to
matter. * SYMBOLIC CODE: its gold and shapeliness
persisted, f felt assured, involved, a force in life
.... an inevitabilitv; the platoníc form, eternal and

absolute; it j-s not the day but Tom who is transfigured,
made over, by his experience :k CULTURAL coDE: faithful
ol-d Rock; the naming code invites appropriate adjectives.
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(L72) This stranger with the white, thin hands, this
gleaming cornet that as yet I hadnrt even heard,

intirnatery and enduringly now they rrere in my possession.
* cuLTttRAL coDE: intimatery and endurincrrv now thev r^¡erê

in my possession; the hornoerotic; Tom captures the
stranger and his music within the discourse of love; the
language suggests jealous passion and ownershj-p--the

intense possessiveness of an adolescent crush.

(173) !'Ihen we reached home my mother rras civir and no

more. * HERMENEUTTC coDE and coNNorATrvE coDE: r¡¡hat is
the significance of the motherrs reception? she, Iike
her son' is crass conscious and rnight be expected to
distance herserf from a farmhand; however, the comment of
the narrator suggests that he entertained the possibirity
that his mother might offer more than civility.

(L74) rrPut your things in the bunkhouserr she said, rand

then wash here. Supperrl_I be ready in about an hour.rt
* CULTIJRAL coDE: strange men berong in the bunkhouse; the
home is the feminine domain; it is a place of famiry and

guests of distinction.

(L75) It was an uncomfortable rneal. My father and my

mother kept looking at phiLip and exchanging glances.
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* CULTIIRAL coDE: the economic code; the mother and father
exchange glances * pRoArRETrc coDE and syMBolrc coDE:

the parents unite only three times in this story, twice
to exchange glances and once to listen stonily; they are
bound by a conmon goar--the defense of their curturar
value system against the threat of the stranger.

(L76) I tol-d them about the cornet and the runawây, and

they listened stonily. * CULTURAL CODE and CONNOTATIVE

coDE: they listen stoniryr' they are impassive, unmovable;

the adverb functions through a metaphor that ties the
characters to their physíca1 environment.

(L77) rrwerve never had a harvest-hand before that was a

musician too,tt my mother said in a somewhat thin voice.
rrI suppose, though, you do know how to stook?, * CULTLRAL

CODE: harvest-hand; identifying the worker with the
working part; man is what he does ¡r CONNOTATIVE CODE:

harvest-hand before that was a musician too; oddly,
though the mother respects Miss vtiggins (a school and

music teacher) for that v/omanrs versatirity, she is less
certain that Philip can excel in both fields; is her

doubt an index to philiprs character or her own?

(178) I was watchj_ng philip desperately and for my sake

he lied, rrYes, I stooked last year. I may have a blister
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or tv¡o by this tirne tomorrow, but my hands wirl toughen

up. t' * SYMBOLIC CODE: for my sake he 1ied; lying to
protect the child/1over, âr action that closes the
circle, separating those within (the conspirators bound

by a common secret) frorn those without (the parents); Tom

is carried avray from the farniry home, cleaving unto his
symbolíc lover * CULTURAL coDE: the hands will- touqhen

Up; the toughening of the hands is a necessary step in
the transforrnation to a l_abourer.

(1,79) rrYou donrt as a rule do farm work?tr my father
asked.

And Philip said, ,tNo, not as a rule.rr * CULTURAL

CODE: as a rule; Tomrs is a society governed by rules;
his father, a creature of habit and traditíon,
understands that the departure from an establ_ished order
is dangerous; his culture does not reward risk; by

contrast, the society from which philip comes permits a

greater latitude in behaviour.

(l-80) There was an awkward silence, * PROAIRETIC CODE:

the sil-ence is an action, serving to slow the text and

heighten tension.

(l-81) so f tried to champion hirn.
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rrHe plays his cornet in a band. Ever since he was my

age - thatrs what he does.t * syMBol,rc coDE: r tried to
champion him; the child/lover champíons his/her hero--the
time-honoured practice of young 1overs everywhere

* CULTITRÃL CODE: Ever since he was my age; philiprs ríte
of passage led hin to pray cornet in a band; effectively,
he has not completed the rite required of men in Tomrs

culture.

(182) Glances hrere exchanged agaj_n. The silence
continued.

r had been harf-intending to suggest that phirip bring
his cornet into the house to play it for us, I perhaps

playing with him on the piano, ¡t PROAIRETIC CODE: glances

are exchanged again and the sil-ence continuesr. a moment

of crisis :t HERMENEUTTC coDE: had been half-intending;
the contingency of the language cancels the half-intend.ed
action even before the phrase is ful1y realized; it begs

complet,ion but denies it; hrhy is harf an intention so

important that ít must be recorded, even though it
perishes before it is ful1y intended?

(183) but the parlour with its genteer plushiness was a

room from which ar1 were excruded but the equally genteel

- visitors l-ike Miss Wiggins and the minister - and

graduarly as the mear proçtressed r came to understand
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that Philip and his cornetr So far as my mother was

concerned, had failed to qualify. * CULTITRAL CODE: there
is no place on this farm for philip; he does not belong

in the bunkhouse (he ís notr âs a ru1e, a farm-hand); but
the mother guards the parlour and she rejects him as one

who is without quality (he failed to qualify); he does

not signify as a presence because he has no category.

(184) So I said nothing when he finished his supper, and

l-et him go back to the bunkhouse alone. * PROAIRETIC

CODE: said nothing; let him cro back to the bunkhouse

alone; the language isolates philip further.

(185) t'Didntt I say to have Jenkins pick hin out?" my

father stormed as soon as he had gone. ilDidnrt f say

somebody big and strong?rr * SYMBOLIC CODE: in Tomrs

journey, he vras meant to l-earn the ways of the world;
have Jenkins pick him out, someone big and strong; he has

failed, thus far, to demonstrate that he can function
independently of his father.

(l-86) ttHers tall,rr I countered, * CULTURAL CODE: Tom

offers height, on the off-chance that it rnight, be

accepted as faJ-ling within the definition of rbigr; he

knows, of course, that big is culturally defined as an

index to strength * CONNOTATIVE CODE: f countered; the
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sophism defines Tom, as one who plays with tanguage; he

is not a plain-speaker.

(1,87) rrand there wasnrt anybody else except two men, and

it was the only way they r d come. ' ¡r CULTIJRAL coDE: the
fundamentalism of the character is index to his culture;
the father said to hire one man not two; though he is
guilty of sophistry above, he believed--at the time of
his quest (in town)--in realism; he bel-ieved that
signifiers corresponded perfectJ_y with referents.

(l-88) rrYou mean you didnrt want

CODE: didntt want anvbody el_se;

infatuated with PhÍIip.

anybody else. * SYMBOLIC

the homoerotic; Torn is

(1-89) A cornet player! Fine stooks he'l1 set up.r And

then, turning to my rnother, ilItrs your faul-t - you and

your nonsense about rnusic lessons. rf yourd listen to me

sometimes, and try to make a man of him.fr * SYMBOLIC

coDE: the father brames the mother for Tomrs curtural
confusion, believing (correctly, as ít happens) that Tom

wirl not reconcile his infatuation with the musician and

yet emerge a rrmanrr; he errs, however, in assigning the
blame to his wife; it is the cul-ture (with its system of
binary oppositions) which has failed Tom--he cannot

become a man like his father because his father
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subscribes to too narrohr a definition of rnanhood (aII
cornet players belong to the class of those who cannot

set stooks); the culture argues that men cannot be

musicians (an index to the femínine) and successful

farmers (an index to the masculine).

(190) ttl do listen to yourrt she answered quickly. rltrs

because r rve had to tisten to you now for thirteen years

that Itm trying to make a different man of hin.
* SYMBOLfC CODE: a different man of him; a man who is
both a man and not a man; the mother, Do less than the
father, is bound by cultural conventÍons; philip is a

different man but Tomrs mother does not want her son to
mature like hirn either.

(l-91) rf youtd go to town yourself instead of keeping him

out of school - and do your work in six days a week rike
decent people. r told you yesterday that in the long run

it would cost you d.ear. rr * coNNorATrvE coDE: confused

about the real crisis, the mother retreats to a frawed,

but comfortable, argument--Tom, and the farm, could

safely reside in their existing system of varues if only
the father wouÌd behave hinself * CULTURAL CODE: the
religious code; the crisis is directly related to the
fatherrs sin.
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(]-92) r slipped away and reft them. The chores at the
stable took me nearly an hour; and then, instead of
returning to the house, I went over to see philip.
* CULTURAL coDE and syMBolrc coDE: instead of returning
to the house; the house is place of family and the
feminine; a symbolic break with the mother (Torn deserts
the fanily) in search of a different type of manhood (he

goes to the bunkhouse to indulge his passion for the
stranger) .

(l-93) rt was dark nohr, and there s/as a smoky l-antern tit.
He sat on the onry chair, and in a hospitabre sirence
motioned me to the bed. At once he ignored and accepted

me. rt was as if we had arways known each other and long
outgrown the need of conversation. * CULTURAL coDE: rt
was dark now, and there r¡¡as a smoky lantern lit; the
seduction scene, dim ambiguous, obscure * syMBoI,rc coDE:

[Hej motioned me to the bed; to the bed, the place of
sexual coupring; rt was as if we had al.ways known each

condition of lovers; J_ove on another plane; platonic

union.

(1,94) He smoked, and blew rj-ngs towards the open door

where the warm faII night encroached. I waited, eager,

afraid lest they call- me to the house, yet knouring that
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must v¡ait. * syMBol,rc coDE: He smoked, and blew rings
towards the open door; the active rover; the mascurine;

Philip controls the seduction, blowing towards;

encroachment an element of his sentencer. the language

pushes out, thrusts forward; waited, eaqer, afraid
yet knowing r must wait; the traditionar sexual condition
of the feminine, accepting the thrust, of the mascurine.

(1-95) Gradually the frame in the rantern smoked the glass
tilr scarcely his face was teft visibre. r sat tense,
expectant, wondering who he was, where he came from, ürhy

he should be here to do my fatherrs stooking.
:k coNNorATrvE coDE and syMBolrc coDE: Tom--sitting tense,
expectant, wondering about the lover who has come to do

his fatherts stooking--recal-1s the farmerrs daughter of a

thousand oId jokes; phirip is the city sricker, the fox
in the hen house, the dangerous intruder.

(196) There v¡ere no ansr¡/ers, but presently he reached for
his cornet. rn the dirn, soft darkness r could see it
glow and quicken. And r remember stil] what a rong and

fearful moment it was, crouched and steeling myself,
waiting for him to begin. * SEMIOTIC CODE: glow and

quicken; glowing and quickening are odd behaviours for a

cornet; the cornet is metaphorically functioning as a
phalrus * CULTURAL coDE and syMBolrc coDE: crouched and
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steeling mysetf, waiting for hin to begin; the passive,
the trembling, al1 indices to the feminine; a

representation of the breathress anticipation of sexual
union.

(197') And I was right: ?r HERMENEUTIC CODE: how is he

right? will the music satisfy his desire? has he come to
some kind of understanding? has he completed his quest?

(198) when they came the notes were piercing golden as

the cornet itself, and they gave life expanse that it had

never known before. * syMBol,rc coDE: an orgasmic

consuÍrmation which begins in this rexie and spirls int,o
the next; they gave life expanse that it had never known

before; the epiphany; a moment of discovery, which opens

briefly here for Tom, to offer an arternatj-ve--his worrd
can be broader in scope than that of his parents.

(199) They ftoated up against the night, and each for a

moment hung there crear and visibl-e. sometimes they
mounted poignant and sheer. sometimes they soared and

then, like a bird alighting, felt and brushed earth
again.

rt was To the Eveníng star. He finished it and told
me. He tol-d me the names of arl- the other pieces that he

played: an Ave líaria, Song of India, a serenade - all
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bright through the dark tike srow, suspended rightning,
chilred sometimes with a glirnpse of the unknov¡n. only
for Philip there r courd not have endured it. * syMBol,rc

coDE: simultaneously erotic and pratonic, the language

contains (or, more exactly, fails to contain) the
ineffable cl-imax of the union of the stranger and the
boy; Tom has been initiated--defrowered --carried to his
quest-vision (a glimpse of the unknown), transported by a

suspended lightning, swept arong by an emotion so intense

[o]nly for Phil-ip there lhel courd not have endured it.

(200) Vùith my senses I clung hard to him - the acrid
smerr of his cigarettes, the tirted profile daubed with
smoky líght. * SYMBOLIC CODE: I ctung hard to him; the
intimacy of post-coitar tenderness * pRoArRETrc coDE:

the acrid smel] of his cigarettes; armost a cliche--the
post-coital cigarette.

(20L) Then abruptly he stood up, as if und.erstanding, and

said, rrNov¡ werd better have a march, Tom - to bring us

back where we belong. * HERMENEUTIC CODE: as if
understanding; what does philip understand? * syMBol,rc

coDE: to brinq us back where we belong; the return from

ecstasy (ek-stasis), from the noumenal to the phenomenal.
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(2o2) A cornet can be good fun, too, you know. Listen to
this one and te1l me.rl

He stood erect, head thrown back exactly like a

picture in my reader of a bugler boy, * SYMBOLIC CODE:

He stood erect; the mascurine--the phallus--thrusting
forward * CULTURAL coDE: like a picture in mv reader;
Philip is like the bugle boy rather than the bugle boy

being like Philip; the book is more real- than rearity--
Philip derives his authenticity from the picture in the
reader.

(203) and the notes came flashing gallant through the
night until the two of us went swinging along in step
with them a hundred thousand strong. For this was

another march that did march. rt marched us miIes. rt
made the feet eager and the heart brave. rt said that
life was worth the living and bright as morning shone

ahead to show the way. * SEMIOTIC CODE and SyMBOLIC

coDE: Philipts playing of the march recarls Tomrs or^/n

exuberant rendition; this was another march that did
march; the authority of Miss lrtiggins (the authority of
the page, counting the rhythrn throughout a píece) is
challenged by PhiJ-iprs anarchic march (rt rnade the feet
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(2O4) When he had finished and put the cornet away

:h PROATRETTC coDE and syMBolrc coDE: significantly, the
cornet (a phallic symbol) is encased to mark the end of
the coupling; the two wirr never again enjoy the intimacy
of the moments just passed; Tom moves srowry arr¡ay from
the homoerotic passion, srowly back to the practical
concerns of the farm.

(205) r said, rrTherers a field right behind the house

that my father started cutting this afternoon. rf you

like werrl go over now for a few minutes and rrlr show

you how to stook-... :k syMBoI,rc coDE: Tom goes to the
field (an index to the mascurine) with his rover/friend
(a symbolic reference to the rite of passage) to teach
the other to stook (knowledge of stooking berongs to the
men of Tomrs culture); he is discovering a different type
of masculinity.

(206) You see, if you set your sheaves on top of the
stubble theytrl be over again in half an hour. Thatrs
how everybody does it at first but it's v/rong.
* CULTURAL coDE: there is a incorrect way to stook; Tomrs

lesson lends authority to the text * sBMrorrc coDE: this
is a realistic story.
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(2O7) Yourve got to push the butts down hard, right to
the ground - like this, so they bind with the stubble.
At a good s1ant, see, but not too much. So they'lI stand

the wind and shed water if it rains.il * SEMIOTIC CODE

and cULTURAL coDE: this is a specific kind of knowledge--

a conrmon experience--that Ross shares with his audience;

whether one knows hov¡ to stook or not, one berieves that
Tom doesr' the detail buys him credibility.

(208) It was too dark for him to see much, but he

listened hard and finally succeeded in putting up a stook

or two that to my touch seemed fírm enough. * pRoArRETrc

CODE: Philip learns to stook :k SEMIOTIC CODE and

HERMENEUTTC coDE: too dark for hím to see, listened hard,

final-ly succeeded, seemed firm enough; the 1anguage of
the text predicts failure; it creates a riddle (wiII he

succeed?) but does not al_low confidence (he cannot

succeed) .

(2O9) Then my mother called, and I had to slip away fast
so that she would think r was coming from the bunkhouse.

* SYMBOLIC CODE: again, the boy deceives his mother

(symbolic of the farnily) in the service of his
friend/lover; figuratively, Tom is leaving home.
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(2]-O) ttf hope he stooks as wel_I as he playsrr she said
when r went in. rrJust the same, yoü shourd have d.one as

your father tord you, and picked a likelier man to see us

through the falI.tt :k syMBol,rc coDE: vou should have done

as your father told you; as the rite of passage approachs

its concrusion, the mother surrenders her son to his
father.

(2LL) My father came in from the stable then, and he,

too, had been lístening. Vtith a wond.ering, half
i-ncredul-ous tittl-e movement of his head he made

acknowledgrment. * SYMBOLI C CODE: he rnade

acknowledgement; in l_exie (2i-O), the mother grudgingly
admits the musician to her worrd of experience; in this
lexie, the father too must acknowl-edge the infl_uence of
the stranger; the parentsr fear--that philip will
challenge the old order of the farm--is realized; he

presents them with a treasure they cannot accommodate.

(21,2) rrDidn't I teII you he could?il f burst out,
encouraged to indulge ny pride in phíIip. "Didnrt I tel_I
you he could play?rr * CULTURAL CODE: burst out,
encouraged to indulge my pride; the religious code; in
this culture, one should not burst with pride or indulge
oneself; such actions demand, and anticipate, dire
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consequences (calvinrs God will punish those guirty of
hubris).

(21-3) But with sudden anger in his voice he answered.,
rrAnd what if he can! rtrs a man to stook r want. Just
look at the hands on him. r donrt think hers ever seen a
farm before.rr :k SYMBOLIC CODE: And what if he can?; the
father acknowredges the musician but denies him a prace

on the farm; he concedes that the music has inspired an

emotional response but argues that emotional response is
not curturally valuable * CULTURAL coDE: rook at the
hands on himr' a man with hands like philip r s is not a man

to stook; the hands signify character type (he cannot

have worked on a farm).

(21,4) It was helpÌessness, though, not anger.

Helplessness to escape hís wheat when wheat was not
enough, when something more than wheat had just reveared

itsetf . * CULTURAL CODE: helpl_essness. though, not
anger; the religious code; resignation rather than

reberrion--one cannot help that things are as they are
* sYMBoLrc coDE: Herplessness to escape his wheat when

wheat was not enoush; the dangerous influence of philip;
he disturbs a system of meaning which had always denied

that wheat night not be enough.
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(2r5) Long after they !üere both asleep r remembered, and

with a sharp foreboding that we night have to find
another man, * SEMIOTIC CODE: we miqht have to find
another man; the literary device of foreshadowing.

(2]-6) tried desperatery to sleep myserf. ,Because if rrm

up in good timerrrl rallied aIl ny faith in 1ife, rIrII

be able to go to the field with him and at least make

sure hers started right. And hetll maybe do.
* HERMENEUTTC coDE and sEMrorrc coDE: wilr Tomrs efforts
to teach Philip succeed? the question raises the opposite
possibility and builds tension.

(2I7) I ' 11 ride down after school_ and help till
suppertime. My fatherrs reasonable.r * HERMENEUTTC coDE

and SYMBOLIC CODE: My fatherrs reasonable; what is
reasonable in this situation? is it reasonable to
maintain the employ of a bad stooker sinpry because he is
a talented musician? the question is symbolic --what is
the greater need of the farm?--and it must await its
ansÍ/er; it cannot be resolved within the cultural
framework of the story (though its resorution does reside
in the text).

(21-8) Only in such ci_rcumstances, of course, and after
such a day, I coul_dnrt sleep til1 nearly morning, with
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the resurt that when at last my mother wakened me there
was barely tirne to dress and ride to schoor. * sEMrorrc

coDE: of course; the conversationat tone; the narrator
narrating ¡t HERMENEUTTC coDE: in this fictional world,
failure (Tomrs inability to act on his plan) resurts in
disaster; the question is only one of how the disaster
wilt manifest itsel-f (the story, of course, has been

exposed armost from its beginning--its parts contain the
whole; one knows how the story must end but not how Ross

will cl-ose the text) .

(21'9) But of the day r spent there r remember nothing.
Nothing except the midriff cl-utch of dread * CULTURÄL

CODE: dreadr. the religious code; the condition of the
world--Tom has fail-ed to act on his plan (however

unrealistic it was); therefore, he rightly anticípates
the worst.

(22o) that made it a long day - nothing, tirl straddring
clipper at four again, r garroped hirn straight to the far
end of the farm where phi]ip that morning had started to
work. * sEMrorrc coDE: active verbs are characteristic
of Rossts writing styre--the rider assumes the action of
the horse rt HERMENEUTTC coDE: where phirip that morning

had started to work; philip moves to the past tense; he

has left the scene? where has he gone?
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(22L) OnIy Philip, of course, wasnrt there. I think I
knew - r think it was what alr day r had been expecting.
* CULTIJRÄL CODE: as always, the phrase of course is a

semiotic marker (the realist ruse, pretending a spoken

voice); more importantly, on thj-s occasion, the phrase is
a religious code, signifying Tomrs understanding--that in
such a world as this one is, one ought to expect the
worst as a matter of course.

(222) I pulled Clipper up short and sat staring at the
stooks. Three or four acres of them - crooked and

dejected as if he had never heard about pushing the butts
down hard into the stubble. * CULTTRAL CODE: as if he

had never heard of pushing the butts down hard; the voice
is frustrated, almost contemptuous, âs it recounts

Philip's failure; Tom speaks from the farm culture;
though it is the fatherrs voice, it rings plaintively
with a childts irnpatience--Tom knows that he cannot keep

Philip on the farm and he knows why he cannot keep phirip

on the farm but he ís angry anlrT¡ray.

(223) r sat and stared t.ilI clipper hinself swung round

and started for home. He wanted to run, but because

there was nothing left now but the half-rnile ahead of us,

r held him to a wal-k. * HERMENEUTTC coDE: because there
was nothinq l-eft now but the hal-f -mile ahead of us, I
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held hin to a walk;

the farm; what does

Tom wants to postpone his arrival at
the delay purchase?

(224) Just to prolong a rittre of the possibirity that r
had rnisunderstood things. To wonder within the rirnits of
the sane and probabre if toníght he would pray his cornet
again. * coNNorATrvE coDE and sEMrorrc coDE: recalling
lexie (53), in which Tom defines himself as one who

wonders within the limits of the sane and probabre
* CULTIRAL coDE: he is burdened stirl- with the weight of
the religious and economic codes, his imagination linited
to reasonable expectations :r syMBol,rc coDE: the conflict
between the chitd who límits his inagination and the man

he becomes (the mature narrative voice who writes the
story) is active in this lexie; on one hand, he prolongs
the possibility of the improbable (that philip wiII
continue to reside at the farrn) --on the other, he seeks

to contain his wonder.

(225) When I reached the house my father was already
there, eating an early supper. * pRoArRETrc coDE: he is
eating a early supper; on a farm with rittre torerance
for the unusuar, something has interrupted the regular
pattern of life; the cause must be significant.
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(226) ttlrm taking him back to tovrn,'r he said quietly.
rrHe tried hard enough - hefs just not used to it. The

sun rrìras hot today; he lasted tiII about noon. lilerre

starting in a few minutes, so youtd better go out and see

hirn. * SYMBOLIC CODE: he tried hard enoughr- philip's

failure was honourable--he worked, as a man ougiht to work

and he fail-edr âs a man is bound to faíI; in a odd wây,

Philip has completed the culturers ritual passage to
manhoodr' and yet he is returning to town.

(227) He looked older nor¡r, stretched out lirnp on the bed,

his face haggard. f tiptoed close to him anxiously,
afraid to speak. He purred his mouth sídewise in a smire

at my concern, then motioned me to sit down. rsorry I
didnrt do betterrrr he said. rrItll_ have to come back

another year and have another lesson., * syMBoI,rc coDE:

He looked older now .... his face haggard; in maturing to
cultural manhood, philip has aged physically
* CONNOTATfVE CODE and SYMBOLIC CODE: Tom is maturing

too; he has concern for philip (as a parent would have

for a child) - Sorry I didn't do better; philip now

occupies the childrs role; he seeks Tomrs approval

(understanding, forgiveness) .

(228) I clenched my hands and clung hard to this promise

that I knew he couldntt keep. * CONNOTATM CODE: Tom is
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changing; he is no longer tethered to reality but now

clings hard to promises that cannot be kept.

(229) I wanted to rebel against what was happening,

against the clumsiness and crudity of rife, but instead
* sYMBoLrc coDE: instead; Tomf s forestalrs his rebell_ion
(an Ímpious act) because he ís coming to understand that
crumsiness and crudity of life are not incidental, but
integral, to this farm; the utterance ínstead is an oath
of loyalty--Tom must dress himself, temporariry at reast,
in the values of his father.

(230) I stood quiet a moment, almost passive, then

wheeled av¡ay and carried out his cornet to the buggy.

¡b SYMBOLIC CODE: carried out his cornet; the cornet--a
symbol of music and art--is ceremoniously dispatched from

the farm.

(23]-) My mother was already there, with a box of lunch

and some ointment for his sunburn. she said she was

sorry things had turned out this way, * HERMENEUTIC

coDE: why is the nother sorry that things have not worked

out? she is oddly sympathetic, almost maternal, in her
gentle farewell to philip; her compassion may be

characteristic of the gender but her regret and
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tenderness--both aroused by the farm hand who .faired to
qualifytr constitute a riddle.

(232) and thanking her poritery he said that he was sorry
too. * CONNOTATIVE CODE: Iike Tom, philip speaks

politely * sYlIBoLrc coDE: Tom and phirip are doubres,

travelling together one moment, and in opposite
directions the next; Tom must abandon the farm (in search

of a society like the one philip reft behind) if he is to
fulfil his destiny (ie. become a man who has something

more than wheat) ; philip, oD the other hand, !üho

disappears into the text at the storyrs end, can only
recover his hearth through hard work and fresh air (ie.
life on the farrn); Torn, as the adur-t narrator, emerges as

the sort of a man his nother thought she adnired (a man

of culture, a writer); philip is syrnbolically transformed
to the boy Tornrs mother was afraid to lose.

(233) My father looked uncomfortabre, feering, no doubt,
that, r¡re were all unjustly bJ-aning everything on him.
* SEMIOTIC CODE: no doubt; the narratorrs voice
* CULTURAL coDE: unjustl-v bl-aminq everything on himr. the
religious code--there is no unjust brame * cuLTuRAL

coDE: the patriarchy; Tomrs father ovrns the culture and

is, therefore, guilty for its failures (despite the fact
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that Tomrs mother also subscribes to the curturers belief
systen).

(234) rtrs like that on a farm. you arways have to put
the harvest first. * syMBol,rc coDE: the first morar of
the tale--You alwavs have to put the harvest first--
signifies the completion of Tomrs first rite of passage;

he has acquired the wisdom and varues of his father (the
values of the masculine) and, according to the tradition
of his society, has earned the status of man.

(235) And thatrs arr there is to terl. He waved going
through the gate; r never saw him again. 't sEMrorrc coDE:

; the narrator addresses

his audience, drawing the audience into the text; by

rearizing a reader--he who is spoken to--the author
rearizes his narrator--he who speaks * sEMrorrc coDE:

tirne exists beyond the artistic frame; the narrator is
transported to a non-existent future to report that he

never wilJ-/never has seen the musicj_an again.

(236) I{e watched the buggy down the road to the first
turn, * pRoArRETrc coDE: the beginning of the closing of
the scener' the literary equivalent of the rong camera

shot.
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(237) then with a quick resentment in her voice my mother

said, rrDidnrt r say that the littre he gained woul-d in
the long run cost him dear? Next time maybe herrl l_isten
to me - and remember the Sabbath Day. r * PROAIRETIC

coDE: the finar acti-on recarls the dispute that opened

the text, closing the actíve port,ion of the story by

returning its beginning; the rittre he gained would cost
him dear; in substance, this is the utterance of rexie
(19r-)--it Ís familiar language; the mother deals with a

resentment she cannot understand by retreating to the
more familiar sub-plot of domestic discord; in this case,

however, the resentment is not practised and comic but
quick and sharpry felt 'r coNNorATrvE coDE: remember the
sabbath Davr' the mother offers a moral that does not fit,;
the action serves as a connotative, rather than symbolic,
code, signifying her confusion * SEMIOTIC CODE:

recalling lexie (233); the mother is blarning everything
on her husband.

(238) hlhat exactly she was thinking I never knew.

:b HERMENEUTIC CODE: what might she be thinking?
* sEMrorrc coDE: r never knew; the illusion of rearity,
an effect of language; the author, behind a narrator who

is a fictionar construct, pretending that a character--
another fictionar construct--can think a thought that
does not originate with the author.
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(239) Perhaps of the crop and the whole dayrs stooking
lost. Perhaps of the stranger who had come with his
cornet for a day, and then as meaningressry gone again.

For she had been listening, too, and she rnay have

understood. :k HERMENEUTTC coDE: what does the story mean?

what might the mother understand? (two perhapsrs in the
farmrs existing system of meaning, the two propositions
cannot be accommodated as equally irnportant - one value

denies the other) * CULTURAL CODE: meaninglessly gone

againr' the second moral of the story, and the meaning of
the visit of the stranger with the cornet, is not
available to the child-narrator - he experiences a regret
that rnakes no sense within his current var-ue system.

(24O) À harvest, however lean, is certain every year;

but a cornet at night is golden only once. * sEMrorrc

CODE: the final- comment belongs to the narrator as an

adult; the language suggests a mature and distant opinion
* CULTURAL coDE: the narrator speaks from a different
culture than the one on his youth; he is now able to
reconcile the coded conflict of his chj-ldhood, marrying

the practical concerns of his father (the harvest.
however rean, is certain everv vear) to the cuttural
aspirations of his mother (a cornet at niqht is qolôen

only once) :t sYMBoLrc coDE: the conpletion of the second
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rite of passage; Tom is able to make sense of the story
only by leaving its temporal and geographical location;
he is washed in the water of a different culture and re-
made; he is a man who esteems a singularly golden cornet

more highly than the common harvest * HERMENEUTIC CODE:

the ríddle of the title is answered; the restrictive
cultural codings of Tomrs youth are inadequate because

Lhey make no allowance for the transitory and sublime;

for a rfCornet at Nightrr to emerge from the story as

title, the narrator must abandon the cultural val-ues

which deny its importance; in effect, the boy becomes a

writer (* CONNOTATIVE CODE: not a reguJ-ar man) who writes
a story about his youth (* CULTURAL CODE: seÈ in the

cultural system of meanj-ng of his childhood) which will
not sel-I on the farm (* CULTURAL CODE: it is not of this
culture) .
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Throughout the text, the symbolic code manifests
itself repeatedly. The story (the rite of passage) is
animated by the essential confricts (the pattern of
oppositions) which hide in the codes. fn order to
complete his rite of passage, Tom must first reconcire
the values of his youth (ie. the harvest always comes

first) with the new values he has acquired on his journey

(that there is something more than wheat). Because his
fatherrs culture denies the possibility of such a
reconciliation, Tom, as a youth, is trapped within a

curturar crisis: his connotative code (a man who is rnanry

and yet appreciates the value of the sublime) does not
exist. He is abl-e to complete his rite (ie. becoming the
sort of man he is meant to be) onry by returning to the
story as narrator (a narrator who speaks from a different
cultural perspective than that of the chil-d he pretends

to be).

fn this thesis f have argued in favour of two

propositions. The second proposition--that the stories
of the collection The Larnp at Noon and other stories
belong, not onry to their author, but also to the culture
from they are drawn--j-s probabry more controversiar than

the first. There is nothing nehr, after aII, in the
argument that well--rnade stories shoul_d display an
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internal integrity, that the parts of a story should

support a central theme. The method of discovery may

have changed and the vocabuÌary of criticar discourse may

have been modified (we are no!¡, for instance, perrnitted

to discuss codes and indices) but the first proposition
belongs in substance, if not form, to a tradition of
realist criticism.

The second proposition, on the other hand,

charÌenges one of the great myths of our curture: that of
the artist as a creatíve genius. In discussing that
question it is J-mportant to distinguish between the story
(the essential tale) and the text (the specific telling
of a story). The text may reveal aII the skill of a

gifted sLory-teller but it reJ-ies, for its substance, on

the story. The story is a col-lection of myths and

stereotypes which originates, not with the author, but
with the culture in which the author is immersed. rn the

telling of story, the author selects a plot from his
society's body of existing themes and actions. rf he did
not do so, the text would remain forever closed to its
audience. lrie are able to appreciate the text only
because we already know the story.

In the case of rrCornet at Nighttt, the story is
simple and familiar: in the course of his rite of
passage, a boy embarks on a journey; he meets a spiritual
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guide, undertakes certain challenges and experiences a

profound change. The rest is detail.
Perhaps, then, it is the details which demand

creative genius. For details, âs for plots, Ross borrows

from the worrd around hin. They are arl derived from the

existing body of themes and actions. The system of
oppositions which manifests itself throughout the story
(the masculine vs. the femÍnine; the farm vs. the town;

art vs. commerce) is an aspect of Western Canadian

culture. The economic code derives from particular
historical circumstances. The religious code is drawn

frorn the general rerigíous tendencies and practices of a

particular group of people in a particular place and

time.

Rossrs skill as a craftsman is obvious. He

constructs a nice text. He does not, however, create

stories but only re-tel-Is the stories he has learned,

sifting through a culturally created body of themes and

actions, searching out the best fit. Legend has it
(probably apocryphally) that the ftatian sculptor,
MichelangeJ-o, always denied his own genius, maintaíning

instead that every bl-ock of marble contained a sculpture.

The trick, he said, $ras knowing which part to leave out.

Like Michelangelo, Ross has a good eye for blocks of
marble and a talent for cutting away the pieces that
donrt belong.
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APPENDIX

Cornet at Night

by

Sinclair Ross

The wheat was ripe and it was Sunday. rfCanrt help it
Irve got to cutrtt my father said at breakfast. ilNo use

talking. Therers a wind again and itts shelling fast.rl
rrNot on the Lordrs Dayrrr my mother protested. ilThe

horses stay in the stables where they belong. Therers

church this afternoon and r intend to ask Louise and her

husband home for supper. rt

Ordinarily rny father was a pleasant, accommodating

little man, but this morning his wheat and the wind had

lent him sudden steel. rrNo, today lrre cutrrr he met her

evenly. rfYou and Tom go to church if you want to. Donrt

bother me. rl

rrlf you take the horses out today ftm through - I'Il
never speak to you again. And this tirne I mean it.[

He nodded. rrGood - if Ïrd known f rd have started
cutting wheat on Sundays years ago. rl

rrAnd thatfs no way to talk in front of your son. In
the years to come hetll remember.rl
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There was silence for a moment and thenr âs if in its
clash with hers his will had suddenly found itself, ily
father turned to me.

rrTom, I need a man to stook for a few days and I want

you to go to town tomorrow and get me one. The way the

wheatrs corning along so fast and the oats nearly ready

too I canrt afford the time. Take oId Rock. youtl1 be

safe with him. rl

But ahead of me my mother cried, rrThatf s one thing
frII not stand for. You can cut your wheat or do

anything else you like yourself, but yourre not

interfering with him. Hers going to school tomorroÍ¡ as

usuaI. rl

My father bunched himsel-f and gtared at her. ttNo, for
a change hers going to do what f say. The croprs more

important than a day at school. rl

rrBut Monday t s his music lesson day - and when wil-l_ we

have another teacher like Miss Vtiggins who can teach him

music too?rl

rrA dollar for lessons and the wheat shelling! tt When I
was his age I didn I t even get to school. rl

rrExactlyrrr my rnother scored, rrand look at you today.

Is it any wonder I want hirn to be different?rl
He slammed out at that to harness hi_s horses and cut

his wheat, and away sailed my mother with me in her wake

to spend an austere half-hour in the dark, hot, plushy
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little parlour. rt was a kind of vicarious atonement, r
suppose, for we both took straight-backed reather chairs,
and for all of the half-hour stared across the room at a

big pansy-bordered motto on the opposite waIl: As ror Me

and I[y House We Wi77 Serve the Lord.

At last she rose and said, rfBetter run arong and do

your chores nov/, but hurry back. yourve got to take your
bath and change your clothes, and. maybe herp a rittle
getting dinner for your father. rl

There was a wind this sunny August morning, tanged

with freedom and departure, and. from his stall my pony

Clipper whinnied for a race with it. Sunday or not, I
wourd ordinariry have had rny galrop anyr¡ray, but today a
sudden welling-up of social and religious conscience made

rne ask myself whether one in the family like my father
I¡rasnrt bad enough. Returning to the house, r merely said
that on such a fine day it seemed a pity to stay inside.
My nother heard but didnrt answer. perhaps her

conscj-ence too was working. perhaps after being worsted

in the skirnish with ny father, she was in no mood for
granting dispensations. In any case I had to take my

bath as usuaf, put on a crean white shirt, and change my

overalls for knícker corduroys.

They squeaked, those corduroys. For three months now

they had been spoiling aII ny Sundays. A sad, muted

swishing little squeak, but distinctry audibre. Every
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step and there it wasr âs if r needed to be oired. r had

to wear them to church and sunday-school; and after
service, of course, while the grown-ups stood about
gossiping, the other boys discovered my affriction. r
sulked and fumed, but there hras nothing to be done.

corduroys that had cost four-fifty sirnply couldnrt be

thrown av¡ay tiIl they vrere wilr worn-out. My mother

warned me that if r started sriding down the stable roof,
sherd patch the seat and make me keep wearing them.

with my customary little bow-regged sidÌe r sripped
into the kitchen again to ask what there was to do.
ttNothing but try to behave 1ike a Christian and a
gentlemanr rr my mother ansv/ered stif f Iy. nput on a tie,
and shoes and stockings. Today your father j-s just about

as much as I can bear. rl

rrAnd then r¡rhat?rr r asked hopefurry. r was thinking
that r night take a drink to my father, but dared not as

yet suggest it.
rrThen you can stay quiet and read - and afterwards

practi-se your musi-c resson. rf your Aunt Louise should

come she r 11 f ind that as l-east I bring my son up

decentJ-y. rl

rt was a long day. My mother prepared the midday mear

as usual, but, to impress upon my father the enormity of
his conduct, withdreh/ as soon as the food was served.

lihen he was gone, she and r emerged to take our places at



the tabre in an atmosphere of unappetizíng righteousness.
hie didnrt eat much. The food was cold, and my mother had

no heart to warm it up. For relief at rast she said,
rrRun along and feed the chickens whire r change my dress.
Since h¡e arentt going to service today werll read

Scripture for a while instead. rl

And Scripture we did read., Isaiah, verse about, ily
mother her black silk dress and rhinestone brooch, r in
my corduroys and Sunday shoes that pinched. It was a

very august afternoon, exactly rike the tone that had

persisted in my motherrs voice since breakfast time. r
think I night have openly rebell_ed, only for the hope

that by conpliance r yet might win permission for the
trip to town with Rock. r was inordinately proud that. rny

father suggested it, and for his faith in me forgave him

even rsaiah and the plushy afternoon. whereas with ny

mother, r decided, it was a case of downright bigotry.
I{e went on reading Isaiah, and then for a while f

played hymns on the piano. A great many hymns - even the
ones with awkv¡ard sharps and accidentals that rrd never

tried before - for, fearing visitors, ily mother was

resolved to let them see that she and f were

uncontaminated by rny fatherrs sacrilege. But among these

Iikely visitors r^ras my Aunt Louise, a portly
condescending tady married to a wel-r-off farmer with a

handsome motor-car, and always when she came it was my
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mother's vanity to have me play for her a waltz or
reverier or HoTy Night sometimes with variations. A

man-child and prodigy might eclipse the motor-car.
Presentry she roused herself, and pretending mird reproof
began, rrNohr, Tommy, youtre going wooden on those hymns.

For a change you'd better practise sons of Liberty. your

Aunt Louise will want to hear it, anlrway.rl

There hras a fine suring and vigour ín this piece, but
it was hard. Hard because it was so ariver so furr of
youth and headhigh rhythm. rt r¡ras a march, and it did
march. r coul-dnrt take time to practise at the hard

spots srowry till r got them right, for r had to march

too. r had to let ny fingers sometimes miss a note or
strike one hrrong. Again and again this afternoon r
started carefuÌIy, resorving to count right through, the
way Miss ftiggins did, and as often r sprang ahead to read

my march a moment or two al-r dash and fire, and then falr
stunbring in the bitter dust of dissonance. My mother

didnrt know. she thought that speed and perseverance

tn¡ould eventually get me there. she tapped her foot and

smired encouragement, and gradualry as the afternoon hrore

on began to l-ook a little disappointed that there would

be no visitors, after all. ilRun along for the covrsrr she

said at last, rrwhile I get your supper ready for your

father. Theretll be nobody here, so you can slip into
your overal_Is again. rl
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I looked at her a moment, and then asked: ,What am f
going to wear to town tomorrow? r rnight get grease or
something on the corduroys. rr

For while it was always my rrray to exproit the future,
r riked to do it rationarry, within the linits of the
sane and probable. on my râray for the cows r wanted to
live the trip to town tomorrow many times, with
variations, but only on the expricit understanding that
tomorrow there was to be a trip to town. r have always

been tethered to reaJ-ity, always compelled by an

unfortunate kind of probity in rny nature to prefer a

barefaced disappointment to the luxury of a future r have

no just cl-aims upon.

r went to town the next day, though not til_r there had

been a fuI1 hourrs argument that paradoxicarry enough

gave three of us the victory. For my father had his \Â/ay:

I went; I had rny v/ay: I went; and in return for her
consent my mother wrung a promise from him of a pair of
new plush curtains for the parlour when the crop was

threshed, and for me the metronome that Miss wiggins
decrared was the only way rrd. ever rearn to keep in tine
on marching pieces 1ike the Sons of Liberty.

rt was my first trip to town arone. That was why they
gave me Rock, who was old and reliable and phirosophic
enough to meet motor-cars and the chance locomotive on an

equal and even somewhat supercilious footing.
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rrMind you pick somebody big and husky, r said my father
as he started for the fierd. rGo to Jenkinsr store, and

herll tell you whors in town. whoever it is, make sure

he I d stooked bef ore. rl

rrAnd nind j-t t s somebody who looks like he washes

himself ,rr rny mother r^¡arned, ,tlrm going to put clean
sheets and pillow-cases on the bunkhouse bed, but not for
any dirty tramp or hobo. rl

By the time they had both finished with me there $/ere

a great many things to rnind. Besides repairs for my

fatherrs binder, r was to take two crates of eggs each

containing twerve dozen eggs to Mr. Jenkins' store and in
exchange have a l-ist of groceries fil_red. And to make it
compricated, both quantity and quarity of some of the
groceries were to be determined by the price of the eggs.

Thirty cents a dozen, for instance, and r was to ask for
coffee at sixty-five cents a pound. TwenÈy-nine cents a

dozen and coffee at fifty cents a pound. Twenty-eight
and no oranges. Thirty-one and bigger orang'es. rt was

like decimals wíth Miss Iriiggins , oy two notes in the
treble against three in the bass. For ny father a tin of
special brend tobacco, and my mother not to know. For rny

mother a box of face powder at the drugstore, and my

father not to know. Twenty-five cents from my father on

the side for ice-cream and l-icorice. Thirty-five frorn my

mother for my dinner at the chinese restaurant. And
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warnings, of course, to take good care of Rock, speak

politely to Mr. Jenkins, and see that f didn't get,

machine oiI on my corduroys.

It was three hours to town wíth Rock, but f donrt
remember them. I remember nothing but a smug

satisfaction with myself, and exhirarating conviction of
importance and maturity - and that onry by contrast wíth
the sudden sag to embarrassed insignificance when finally
ol-d Rock and I drove up to Jenkins I store.

For a farm boy is like that. Arone with himserf and

his horse he cuts a fine figure. He is the measure of
the universe. He foresees a great many encounters with
life, and in then arl acquits himser-f a little more than

creditably. He is fearless, resourceful, a bit of a

brag. His horse never contradicts.
But in town it is different. There are eyes here,

critical, that pierce r¡¡ith a singre glance the little
bubble of his self-inportance, and. leave hin dwindled

smaller even than his normal size. ft always happens

that way. They are so superbry poised and sophisticated,
these strangers, so compretery masters of their situation
as they l-o11 in doorways and go sauntering up and down

Main street. rnstantly he yields to them his prace as

measure of the universe, especiarly if he is a small boy

wearing squeaky corduroys, especially if he has a

worrdly-wise old horse like Rock, one that knows Main
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streets, and will take them in nothing but his own srow

philosophic stride.
Irle arrived arr right. Mr. Jenkins was a rittle man

with a freckl-ed bald head, and when r carried in my two

crates of eggs, one in each hand, and my 1egs bowed a

bit, he said curtly, rrlrlelr, canrt you set them down? My

boyts delivering, and r canrt take tine to count them now

myself . rl

rrThey donrt need countingrrr I said po1itely. rEach

layer holds two dozen, and each crate holds six layers.
f was there. I savr my mother put them in. rl

At this a taIl, slick-haired young man ín yeIlow shoes

who had been standing by the window turned around and

said, rrThatts tel-Iing you, Jenkíns - he was there.rl
Nettled and glowering, Jenkins himserf came round the
counter and repeated, rrso you v/ere there hrere you? smart
youngster! Vühat did you say T¡ras your name?rl

Nettled in turn to preciseness I answered, r,f havenrt
yet. rt's Thornas Dickson and my fatherrs David Dickson,

eight mil-es north of here. He wants a man to stook and

was too busy to come himsel_f . rl

He nodded, unimpressed, and then putting out his hand

said, rrVtherers your list? your mother gave you one, I
hope?rl

f said she had and he glowered again. rfThen letrs
have it and come back in hal-f an hour. whether you v¡ere
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there or not, ftrr going to count your eggs. How do I
know that half of them arenrt smashed?rl

rrThatrs rightrrr agreed the young man, sauntering to
the door and looking at Rock. [Theyrve likely been

bouncing along at a merry clip. yourre quite sure,
Buddy, that you didnrt have a runaway?rl

rgnoríng the irnpertinence r staved off Jenkins. ,The

list, yoü see, has to be explained. rfd rather wait and

teII you about it l-ater on.rl

He teetered a moment on his heels and toes, then tried
again. rrf can read too. I make up orders every day.

Just go ahray for a whil-e look for your man - anything.rt
rrlt woul-dntt do,ttI persisted. rrThe way this oners

written isnrt what it really means. yourd need me to
explain -rl

He teetered rapidly. tshow me just one thing r donrt
know what it means. rl

rfOrangtesrrr f said, ilbut thatrs only oranges if eggs

are twenty-nine cents or more - and bigger orang'es if
theyrre thirty-one. You see, yourd never understand -rl

So I had ny way and explained it all right then and

there. lvhat with eggs at twenty-nine and a harf cents a

dozen and my mother out a rittle in her carcurations, it
h/as somewhat confusing for a while; but after arguing a

lot and pulling av/ay the paper frorn each other that they
were figuring on, the young man and Mr. Jenkins finally
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had it all worked out, with mustard and soap onitted
artogether, and an extra half-dozen oranges thrown in.
rrVitaminsrrr the young man overruled me, rthey make you

growrr - and then with a nod towards an open biscuit box

invited me to help myself.

r took a smarl one, and started up Rock again. rt was

nearly one orclock nor^r, so in anticipation of his noonday

quart of oats he trotted off, a little more briskry, for
the farrner's hitching-rair beside the rumber-yard. This
was the quiet end of town. The air drowsed redorent of
pine and tamarack, and resin simmering slowry in the sun.

r poured out the oats and waited tirr he had finished.
After the way the town had treated me it was comforting
and peaceful to stand with my fingers in his mane,

hearing him munch. rt brought me a sense of place again
in l-ife. rt made me feer al-rnost as important as before.
But when he finished and there was my or¡/n dinner to be

thought about r found rnyself more of an al_ien in the town

than ever, and felt the way to the l_ittIe Chinese

restaurant doubly hard. For Rock was order than r.
older and wiser, with a better understanding of important
things. His philosophy incruded the relishing of oats
even within a stoners throw of sophisticated Main street.
Mine was less mature.

r went, hov/ever, but r didnrt have dinner. perhaps ít
htas my stomach, all puckered and tense with nervousness.
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Perhaps it was the restaurant itserf, the pyramids of
oranges in the window and the dark green rubber plant
with the tropical-looking leaves, the indolent rittle
chinaman behind the counter and the dusky smetl of l_ast

nightts cigarettes that to my prairie nostril_s was the
orient itserf, the exotic atmosphere about it arl witn
which a meal of meat and vegetables and pie would have

somehow sirnply jarred. r crimbed onto a stoor and

ordered an ice-cream soda.

A few stool-s ahray there hras a young man sitting. r
kept watching him and wondering.

He was well-dressed, a nonchalance about his crothes
that distinguished him from anyone r had ever seen, and

yet at the same time it was a shabby suit, with shiny
elbows and threadbare cuffs. His hands vrere slender,
almost a girlrs hands, yet vaguery with their shapery
quietness they troubled me, because, however slender and

smooth, they hrere not yet hands to be reckoned with,
strong with a strength that was different from the rugged

labour-strength I knew.

He smoked a cigarette, and brew rings towards the window.

Different from the farmer boys r knew, yet different
al-so frorn the young man with the yerrow shoes in Jenkins t

store. staring out at it through the restaurant window

he was as far away from Main Street as hras I with
plodding old Rock and my squeaky corduroys. r presumed
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for a minute or two an imaginary companionship. f
finished my soda, and. to be with hin a rittre ronger
ordered lemonade. rt was strangely important to be with
him, to prorong a while this companionship. r hadnrt the
slightest hope of his noticing me, nor the slightest
intention of obtruding nyself. r just wanted to be

there, to be assured by something r had never encountered

before, to store it up for the three hours home with ord
Rock.

Then a big, unshaven man came in, and slouching onto

the stoor beside me said, rfThey tel-r me across the street
you I re looking for a couple of hands. lilhat I s your o1d

man pay this year?rt

ttMy fatherrrr I corrected him, .doesnrt want a couple
of men. He just wants one.rl

rrlrve got a palrrr he insisted, iland we always go

together.tt

r didntt like him. r couldnrt herp making contrasts
with the coot, trim quietness of the young man sitting
farther along. rrWhat do you say?il he said as I sat
sirent, thrusting his stubby chin out almost over my

lemonade. rrhle I re ready anytime. r

rrJtrs just one man my father hrantsril I said aloofly,
drinking off my l-emonade with a frourish to ret him see r
mean it. rrAnd if youtlr excuse me norá/ - rrve got to rook

for somebody else. rl
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rrwhat about this?rr he intercepted me, and doubring
up his arm displayed a hump of muscle that, made me, if
not more inclined to him, at l-east a 1ittle more

deferential. ttMy palf s got plenty, too. Irte'll set up

two stooks any day for anybody elsers one.rl
rrNot both,rr I edged away from him. ilJrm sorry - you

just wouldn I t do. rl

He shook his head contemptuousry. ,some farmer just
one man to stook. rl

rfMy fatherrs a good farmerrrr f answered stoutly,
raÌlying to the farnity honour less for its own sake than
for what the young man on the other stoor might think of
us. rrAnd he doesnrt need just one man to stook. Hers

got three already. Thatrs plenty other years, but this
year the croprs so big he needs another. So therelrl

rrI can just see the placert he said, slouching to his
feet and starting towards the door. rAn acre or two of
potatoes and a couple of dozen hens. rr

I glared after him a minute, then climbed back onto

the stool and ordered another soda. The young man hras

watching me now in the big mirror behind the counter, and

when f glanced up and met his eyes he gave a sIow,

half-smiling little nod of approval. And out of aII
proportion to anything it coul-d mean, his nod encouraged

me. r didn't flinch or fidget as r would have done had

it been the young man with the yellow shoes watching ilê,
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and f didntt stammer over the confession that his
amusement and appraisal somehow forced from me. ,!ve

havenrt three men - just my father - but rrm to take one

home today. The wheatrs ripening fast this year and

shelling, so he canrt do it aII himself .rt
He nodded again and then after a minute asked quietly,

rrlrihat about me? Irlould I do?rl

I turned on the stool and st,ared at hirn.
rrr need a job, and if itts any recornmendation therers

only one of me. rl

rrYou donf t understandrt I started to explain, afraid
to bel-ieve that perhaps he realry did. ,rtrs to stook.
You have to be in the fierd by seven orclock and therers
onry a bunkhouse to sleep in - a granary with a bed in it
-ll

rrr know - thatrs about what r expect.r He drummed his
fingers a minute, then twisted his rips into a kind of
half-hearted smile and went on, ,They terl me a littre
toughening up is what r need. outdoors, and plenty of
good hard work - so rrrr be rike the fel-row that just
went out. ft

The wrong hands: white slender fingers, I knew they'd
never do - but catching the twisted smile again r pushed

ar¡ray my soda and said quickly, ,Then werd better start
right away. rtrs three hours home, and rrve still some
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places to go. But you can get in the buggy no!ìr, and

werll drive around together.rl

I{e did. I wanted it that wây, the two of us, to
settl-e scores with Main street. r wanted to capture some

of ol-d Rockts disdain and unconcerni r wanted to know

what it, fett like to take young men with yerrow shoes in
my stride, to be preoccupied, to forget then the moment

that vte separated. And I did. ',My namers philipr" the
stranger said as h/e drove from Jenkinr to the drugstore.
ttPhilip coreman - usual-ry just philr, and companionably r
responded, rrMiners Tommy Dickson. For the last year,

though, ñy father says Itm getting big and should be

call-ed just Tom. rl

That was what mattered noÌiü, the two of us there, and.

not the town at all. rrDo you drive yourself aII the
time?rr he asked, and nonchalant and off-hand r answered,
frYou donrt reaIly have to drive old Rock. He just goes,

anlrway. Vüait tiII you see my chestnut three-year-old.
cripper r call him. Tonight after supper if you like you

can t,ake him for a ride. tl

But since he'd never learned to ride at arr he thought
Rock would do better for a start, and then we drove back

to the restaurant for his cornet and valise.
rrfs it something to play?t'f asked as we cleared the

town. rrsomething like a bugle?tt
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He picked up the black reather case from the floor of
the buggy and herd it on his knee. 'something rike that.
Once I played a bugle too. A cornetrs better though.'l

rrAnd you mean you can play the cornet?rl

He nodded- rrr pray in a band. At least r did pray in
a band. Perhaps if I get along aII right with the
stooking I wilt again some time.rl

rt was later that r pondered this, how stooking for my

father could have anything to do r¡rith going back to play
in a band. At the moment r conf ided, rrr rve never heard a

cornet - never even seen one. r suppose you stirl play
it sometimes I mean at night, when yourve finished
stooking. rl

Instead of answering directly he said, rThat means

yourve never heard a band either.r There was surprise in
his voice, almost incredul_ity, but it was kindly.
sornehow r didn't feel ashamed because r had l-ived alr my

el-even years on a prairie farm, and knew nothing more

than Miss wiggins and my Aunt Louisers gramophone. He

went on, rrr was younger than you are now when r started
playing in a band. Then r was with an orchestra a whire

- then with the band again. ft's aII Ïrve done ever

since. rl

rt made me feer lonely for a while, isorated from the
things in life that mattered, but, brightening presently,
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f asked, rfDo you kno$/ a piece called Sons of Liberty?
Four flats in four-four time?rl

He thought hard a minute, and then shook his head.
rrJrm afraid I donrt - not by name anlr$/ay. Could you

whistle a bit of it?"
I whistled two pages, but stil_I he shook his head. rA

nice tune, though,rr he conceded. ,I{here did you learn
it? "

rrI havenrt yetrrf f explained. ilNot properly, I mean.

Itrs been my l-esson for the last two weeks, but I canrt
keep up to it. rr

He seemed interested, so r went on and tord him about

my lessons and Miss lrÏiggins, and how rater on they $/ere

going to buy me a metronome so that when r played a piece

f wouldnrt always be runníng away with it, ,Especiatly a

march. It keeps pulling you along the way it real1y
ought to go until- yourre atl mixed up and have to start
at the beginning again. r know rtd do better if r didntt
feer that way, and courd keep slow and steady tike Miss

Wiggins. tt

But he said quickly, "No, thatrs the right way to feel
- yourve just got to learn to harness it. ftrs like old
Rock here and Clipper. The way you are, yourre C1ipper.

But if you v/erentt that way, yourd just be Rock. you

see? Rockrs easier to handl_e than C1ipper, but at his
best hers a sleepy old plow-horse. Clipperrs harder to
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handre - he may even cost you some tumbres. But finally
get hirn broken in and yourve got a horse that amounts to
something. You woul-dnrt trade him for a dozen like
Rock. rl

It was a good enough illustration, but it slandered

Rock. And he was listening. I know - because even

though l-ike me he had never heard a cornet before, he had

experience enough to accept it at Ìeast with tact and

manners.

For rnre hadnrt gone much farther when philip, noticing
the way r kept watching the case that was still- on his
knee, undid that clasps and took the cornet out. rt was

a very lovely cornet, shapely and eloquent, gleaming in
the August sun like pure and mellow gold. I couldnrt
restrain myself. f said rplay it - play it now - just a

little but to let me hear.rr And Ín response, smiling at
my earnestness, he raised it to his lips.

But there v¡as only one note - onry one fragment of a

note - and then a\Âray went Rock. rrd never have berieved
he had it in hin. with a snort and prunge he was off the
road and into the ditch - then out of the ditch again and

off at a breakneck gal]-op across the prairie. There r¡rere

stones and badger holes, and he spared us none of them.

The egg crates full of groceries bounced out, then the
tobacco, then my mother r s f ace powder. ilI.lhoa, Rock ! il I
cried, rrwhoa, Rock! rr but in the rattre and whir of wheels
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r donrt suppose he even heard. phirip couldntt herp much

because he had his cornet to hang on to. r tried to tug
on the reins, but at such a rate across the prairie it
took me all my time to keep from forlowing the groceries.
He was a big horse, Rock, and once under way had to run
hirnself out. or he may have thought that if he gave us a

thorough shaking-up hre would be too subdued when it was

over to feel like taking him seriousry to task. Anyway,

that was how it worked out. All_ I dared to do hras run
round to pat his sweaty neck and say, rGood Rock, good

Rock - nobodyts going to hurt you.r'

Besides there r¡rere the groceries to think about, and

my rnotherrs box of face powder. And his pride and

reputation at stake, Rock had made it a runar¡ray worthy of
the horse he reaIly hras. we found the powder smashed

open and one of the egg-crates cracked. severar of the
oranges had rorled down a badger hore, and couldnrt be

recovered. we spent nearJ-y ten minutes sifting raisins
through our fingers, and stirr they felt a rittle gritty.
rrThere vrere extra orangesrt r tried to encourage phirip,
rrand rrve seen my mother wash her raisins.r He rooked at
me dubiousry, and for a few minutes longer worked arÁ/ay

trying to mend the egg-crate.

$Ie were silent for the rest of the r,rray home. We

thought a great deal about each other, but asked no

questions. Even though it was safely away in its case
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again r could still feel the cornetrs presence as if it,
l¡ere a living thing. somehow its gotd and shapeliness
persisted, transfiguring the day, quickening the dusty
harvest fiel-ds to a gream and rustre like its own. And r
felt assured, involved. suddenly there vJas a force in
tife, a current, an inevitabitity, carrying me along too.
The questions they would ask when r reached home - the
difficulties in making them understand that faithful old
Rock had really run ahray - none of it now seerned to
matter. This stranger with the white, thin hands, this
gleaming cornet that as yet f hadnrt even heard,

intinately and enduringly now they were in ny

possessions.

when we reached home my mother was civil and no more.
fPut your things in the bunkhouse, r she said, rand. then
wash here. Suppertl-I be ready in about an hour.rl

rt was an uncomfortable mear. My father and my mother

kept looking at philip and exchanging glances. r tol-d

them about the cornet and the runawêy, and they listened
stoni]y. rr!ùerve never had a harvest-hand before that was

a musician too, rr my mother said ín a somewhat thin voice.
rrf suppose, though, you do know how to stook?rl

I was watching Philip desperately and for my sake he

lied, rrYes, r stooked last year. r rnay have a brister or
two by this tine tomorrow, but my hands wilt toughen up. rt

rrYou donrt as a rul_e do farm work?rt my father asked.
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And Philip said, ,tNo, not as a rule.rl
There r¡ras an awkward silencer so r tried to champion

him.

rrHe plays his cornet in a band. Ever since he was my

age - that I s what he does. rl

Glances vrere exchanged again. The sirence continued.
r had been half-intending to suggest that philip bring

his cornet into the house to play it for us, I perhaps

playing with him on the piano, but the parrour with its
genteel pJ-ushiness vras a room from which all were

excluded but the equally genteel - visitors like Miss

Wiggins and the minister - and gradually as the meal

progressed I came to understand that philip and his
cornet, so far as my mother was concerned., had failed to
qualify.

so r said nothing when he finished his supper, and ret
hin go back to the bunkhouse al-one. ilDidnrt f say to
have Jenkins pick him out? my father stormed as soon as

he had gone. I'Didnrt I say somebody big and strong?rl
rrHers tallrrr f countered, nand there lr/asnrt anybody

else except two men, and j_t was the only way theyrd
come. rf

rrYou mean you didnf t want anybody else. A cornet
player! Fine stooks hetll set up.' And then, turning to
my mother, rrJtrs your fault - you and your nonsense about
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music ressons. rf yourd listen to me sometimes, and try
to make a man of him. tt

rrl do l-isten to yourrr she answered quickly. rltrs
because rrve had to listen to you now for thirteen years
that rrm trying to make a different man of hin. rf yourd
go to town yourseJ-f instead of keeping hin out of school

- and do you work in six days a week like decent peopre.

r told you yesterday that in the long run it would cost
you dear. rl

f slipped away and l_eft them. The chores at the
stable took me nearly an hour; and then, instead of
returning to the house, r went over to see phirip. rt
was dark nol/ü, and there was a smoky rantern rit. He sat
on the onry chair, and in a hospitabre sirence motioned

me to the bed. At once he ignored and accepted me. rt
hras as if we had always known each other and long
outgrown the need of conversation. He smoked, and brew

rings towards the open door where the warm farr night
encroached. r waj-ted, eagrer, afraid lest they call me to
the house, yet knowing that r must wait. Graduarry the
frame in the lantern smoked the glass tirr scarcely his
face was reft visible. r sat tense, expectant, wondering

who he hras, where he came from, why he shoutd be here to
do my fatherfs stooking.

There hrere no ansv/ers, but presently he reached for
his cornet. rn the dim, soft darkness r could see it
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glow and quicken. And r remember stirr what a long and

fearful moment it was, crouched and steering myself,
waiting for him to begin.

And f was right: when they came the notes were

piercing goJ-den as the cornet itserf, and they gave life
expanse that it had never known before. They floated up

against the night, and each for a moment hung there crear
and visible. sometimes they mounted poignant and sheer.
sometimes they soared. and then, like a bird alighting,
fell and brushed earth again.

rt was To the Evening star. He finished it and tord
me. He tord me the names of all- the other pieces that he

played: an Ave Irlaria, Song of India, a serenade aII
bright through the dark rike slow, suspended lightning,
chilred sometimes with a glinpse of the unknov¡n. onry
for Phil-ip there T could not have endured it. vtith rny

senses r crung hard to him - the acrid smerl of his
cigarettes, the tilted profire daubed with smoky right.

Then abruptly he stood up, as if understanding, and

said, rrNow werd better have a march, Tom - to bring us

back where we belong. A cornet can be good fun, too, you

know. Listen to this one and tel] me.rr

He stood erect, head thror¡rn back exactly 1ike a

picture in my reader of a bugrer boy, and the notes came

flashing gallant through the night until the two of us

went swinging along in step with them a hundred thousand
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strong- For this was another march that did march. r
marched us rniles. r made the feet eager and the heart
brave. r said that life was worth the riving and bright
as morning shone ahead to show the way.

when he had finished and put the cornet away r said,
rf There I s a f ierd right behind the house that my father
started cutting thís afternoon. rf you rike werlr go

over now for a few minutes and rrrr show you how to
stook.... You see, if you set your sheaves on top of the
stubbre theytll be over again in half an hour. That's
how everybody does it at first but itrs r¡rrong. yourve

got to push the butts down hard, right to the ground -
Iíke thisr so they bind with the stubbre. At a good

slant, see, but not too much. so theyrrr stand the wind

and shed water if it rains. rl

rt was too dark for him to see much, but he l_istened
hard and finalry succeeded in putting up a stook or two

that to ny touch seemed firm enough. Then my mother

carl-ed, and r had to slip array fast so that she woul_d

think r was coming from the bunkhouse. 'r hope he stooks
as well as he praysrrr she said when r went in. rJust the
same, you should have done as you father told you, and

picked a likel-ier man to see us through the fal_I.r'
My father came in from the stable then, and he, too,

had been ristening. $¡ith a wondering, half incredulous
little movement of hís head he made acknowledgrment.
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trDidnrt r telr you he could?rr r burst out, encourag.ed

to indulge ny pride in ehilip. rDidn't I tetl you he

could play?fr But with sudden anger in hís voice he

answered, rrAnd what if he can! ftrs a man to stook I
want. Just look at the hands on him. r donrt think hers
ever seen a farm before. rl

rt was helplessness, though, not anger. Herplessness

to escape his wheat when wheat was not enough, hrhen

somethinçJ more than wheat had just revealed itself. Long

after they h¡ere both asleep r rernembered., and with a

sharp foreboding that we might have to find another man,

tried desperately to sreep myserf. rBecause if rrm up in
good time,rr I rall-ied all my faith in life, rtfrll be able
to go to the fierd with him and at reast make sure hers
started right. And he'rr maybe do. rr11 ride down after
school and help till suppertime. My fatherrs
reasonabl-e. rl

onry in such circumstances, of course, and after such

a day, I couldnrt sleep t.iII nearly morning, with the
resurt that when at last my mother wakened me there was

barery time to dress and ride to school. But of the day

r spent there r remernber nothing. Nothing except the
nidriff cl-utch of dread that made it a long day -
nothing, tiII straddling Clipper at four again, I
galloped hirn straight to the far end of the farm where

Philip that morning had started to r¿ork.
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Only Philip, of course, hrasnrt there. f think f knew

I think it was what all day I had been expecting. I
pulIed cripper up short and sat staring at the stooks.
Three or four acres of them - crooked and dejected as if
he had never heard about pushing the butts down hard into
the stubble. r sat and stared tirr clipper hinserf srârung

round and started for home. He wanted to run, but
because there was nothing reft now but the harf-mile
ahead of us, f held him to a wa1k. Just to prolong a

little of the possibility that I had misunderstood

things. To wonder within the l_inits of the sane and

probable if tonight he would play his cornet again.

lilhen r reached the house my father was arready there,
eating an early supper. rrltrn taking hirn back to townrrl

he said quietly. rrHe tried hard enough - hers just not
used to it. The sun was hot today; he lasted tirl about

noon. $Ief re starting in a few minutes, so yourd better
go out and see hirn.

He looked older nohr, stretched out 1inp on the bed,

his face haggard. I tiptoed close to him anxiously,
afraid to speak. He puIled his mouth sidewise in a smile
at ny concern, then motioned me to sit down. ilSorry f
didnrt do betterrrr he said. rrf rII have to come back

another year and have another lesson. rl

I clenched my hands and clung hard to this prornise

that r knev¡ he couLdntt keep. r wanted to rebel against
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hrhat was happening, against the clumsiness and crudity of
life, but instead r stood quiet a moment, armost passive,
then wheeled av/ay and carried out his cornet to the
buggy. My mother was already there, with a box of runch
and some ointment for his sunburn. she said she was

sorry things had turned out this wêy, and thanking her
poritery he said that he was sorry too. My father looked
uncomfortable, feeling, no doubt, that we were al1
unjustly braming everything on hirn. rtrs rike that on a
farm. You always have to put the harvest first.

And thatfs all there is to tel1. He waved going
through the gate; r never saw hi-m again. IrIe watched the
buggy down the road to the first turn, then with a quick
resentment in her voice my mother saidr rDidnrt I say

that the littl-e he gained wourd in the long run cost him
dear? Next tirne maybe he'lI listen to me - and remember

the Sabbath Day.tt

$Ihat exactry she was thinking r never knew. perhaps

of the crop and the whol-e d.ayrs stooking rost. perhaps

of the stranger who had come with his cornet for a day,

and then as meaningressly g'one again. For she had been

listening, too, and she may have understood. A harvest,
however l-ean, is certain every year; but a cornet at
night is golden only once.
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